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Introduction 

 

On June 25, 2020, the Walt Disney Company announced the renovation and rebranding 

of Splash Mountain, one of the most popular attractions in the Disney theme parks.1 For many 

years, this famed attraction perpetuated discriminatory ideas by featuring storylines and 

characters from the 1946 racist film “Song of the South.”2 In light of the national reckoning 

towards racial equity with the Black Lives Matter movement, Disney had to face Splash 

Mountain’s troubling depiction of Jim Crow era American history. Yet, rethinking Disney’s 

distorted conceptions of our past cannot be confined to Splash Mountain alone. Beyond this ride, 

one can find numerous other questionable depictions of American history throughout the Disney 

theme parks, and many millions have broadly experienced Disney’s version of the American past 

with these rides and exhibits. Through concepts as simple as princesses and pirates, the Disney 

brand has infiltrated American culture and American life since its first animated film, Snow 

White and the Seven Dwarves, was released in 1937 to great critical acclaim.3 Now in 2021, the 

Walt Disney Company is one of the largest media companies in the world.4  

From films to television shows to music to streaming services to Broadway productions, 

Disney is ingrained in and, indeed, has created American popular culture. The reach of this brand 

is sometimes difficult to recognize given the innumerous ways Disney is involved in American 

life. A simple Google search for “Disney” yields over 1.5 billion results, a quick statistic 

 
1 Emily Selleck, "Disney Reveals Classic Splash Mountain Attraction Will be Re-Themed to  

‘Princess & Frog’ Adventure," Hollywood Life, Jun 25, 2020.  
2 Splash Mountain featured characters, music and storylines from the film, “Song of the South.” This 1946 movie 

depicted a southern plantation during the Reconstruction era. Critics condemned “Song of the South” for 

encouraging racist Black stereotypes and for glorifying slavery. Disney never released “Song of the South” on 

Disney+, yet continued to perpetuate the film’s problematic depiction of history through Splash Mountain. For more 

information on this ride and its rebranding see Jennifer Bisset, “Disney's wrestling with its racist history on Disney 

Plus,” CNET, June 25, 2020. 
3 Andi Stein, Why We Love Disney: The Power of the Disney Brand (New York, NY: Peter Lang, 2011), 19. 
4 Amy Watson, “Largest Media Companies Worldwide,” Statista, December 17, 2019. 
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revealing the scope of the Disney brand. Considering this reach and Disney’s ability to tell a 

specific story of the American past, one must wonder what sort of history is Disney telling? This 

thesis will explore Disneyfied5 history through the analysis of three distinct episodes across the 

history of the Walt Disney Company: the opening of Disneyland in 1955, as understood through 

the idea of the “frontier”; Disney’s involvement in the celebration of the U.S. Bicentennial in 

1975-1976; and the failed attempt to open Disney’s America in Virginia in the 1990s. By placing 

these three episodes in conversation with each other, this thesis will address what history Disney 

told over time and how this depiction of the past has evolved in the second half of the twentieth 

century.  

These three episodes were chosen for the way each uniquely highlighted a different 

aspect of Disney’s depiction of history. The three chapters analyze each episode in chronological 

order from the frontier in the 1950s to the Bicentennial in the 1970s to Disney’s America in the 

1990s. My first chapter on the 1955 opening of Disneyland reveals the intimate connection 

between Walt Disney, the man who started it all, and the Walt Disney Company’s version of 

history which strongly embraced values Walt associated with the idea of the frontier. The second 

chapter on Disney’s 1975-1976 Bicentennial celebrations further elaborates on this frontier 

motif, while also highlighting the ways in which the company sought to inculcate a reassuring 

and nostalgic view of the past into its guests. The final chapter on Disney’s America, a failed 

attempt at a historical theme park in Haymarket, Virginia, builds on the educational aspirations 

of Disney’s portrayal of the past, underscoring the extent to which public trust in Disney as an 

interpreter of history had deteriorated by the 1990s.  I conclude by contextualizing this analysis 

 
5  Merriam Webster Dictionary defines Disneyfication as “the transformation (as of something real or unsettling) 

into carefully controlled and safe entertainment or an environment with similar qualities.” For more information on 

the concept of Disneyfication, see Sharon Zukin, “Learning from Disney World,” in The Cultures of Cities (Walden, 

MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1995), 49-79. 
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of Disney’s depiction of history alongside the contemporary importance of collective memory, 

popular perceptions of the past, and places of public history.  

When considering Disney’s story of history, I use certain terms that carry different 

meaning when interpreted in the context of Disney versus in the context of twenty-first century 

perceptions of the United States. For the purposes of this thesis, the terms, “American” and 

“America” apply specifically to the United States, despite these terms broadly compromising 

both North and South America. Furthermore, I recognize that the term “frontier” and the 

perceptions associated with it are fictitious conceptions woven into the settler-colonialism 

narrative of our past that I analyze in this thesis. For the purposes of this work, I will not utilize 

quotations around “frontier” from this point forward. However, this thesis recognizes the fact 

that the frontier implies a false notion disregarding the Native Americans who inhabited both 

North and South America for centuries before white settlers arrived from Europe. In addition, the 

very idea of the American Dream6 is also part of this fabricated chronicle of the United States’ 

past, and ignores privilege relating to race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and other demographics. 

In clarifying these concepts here, I hope to avoid contributing further to a white-washed, false 

narrative of United States history. However, Walt Disney understood the history and culture of 

the United States through these ideas, and they cannot be avoided in an analysis of the Walt 

Disney Company and its widespread influence on popular culture.  

The corporation established by Walt Disney grew from one boy’s love for art and show-

business into a multi-billion-dollar entertainment conglomerate. Today, the most iconic and 

familiar aspects of Disney reflect this one man’s passions. Take, for example, Mickey Mouse, 

 
6 For more information on the American Dream, see the book in which the term was coined: James Truslow Adams, 

The Epic of America (Milton: Routledge, 1931). For a twenty-first century interpretation of the American Dream see 

Joslyn Armstrong et al., “‘A Dream Deferred’: How Discrimination Impacts the American Dream Achievement for 

African Americans,” Journal of Black Studies 50, no. 3 (2019): 227-250.   
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one of the most recognizable symbols of the Disney brand around the world. Since 1928, this 

iconic character has served as a proponent of Disney and its ideals. Mickey Mouse first appeared 

in the 1928 cartoon short, “Steamboat Willie,” which launched Mickey Mouse to stardom and 

Walt to the next stage of his dreams.7 This cartoon short is representative of Walt Disney’s 

outlook on life and the ideology that shaped his entire career and future direction of the 

company. “Steamboat Willie” was the first animated sequence combining sound with animation, 

and its advancement for its time foreshadowed the obsession with innovation and progress that 

drives the Walt Disney Company to this day.  

Walt Disney always had his eye on the future but with one foot in the past, and this 

balancing act resulted in the unique creation of a present that was anything but reality in the 

Disney parks. Within Disneyland, nostalgia for the past was juxtaposed with the allure of the 

future, a concurrence which will be further analyzed in the first chapter. After the immense 

success of Disneyland following its opening in 1955, Walt wanted to further expand this project. 

However, development surrounding his Anaheim theme park prevented him from doing so. He 

began looking elsewhere for a place where he could expand as much as he desired, and during 

the late 1950s and early 1960s, Walt Disney had his team secretly acquire 27,000 acres in central 

Florida before publicly announcing his plans for Project Florida in 1965.8 However, Walt never 

saw his dreams come to fruition as he died only a year later in December 1966 of lung cancer. 

Nevertheless, his nostalgia for the past, his interest in the history of the United States, and his 

optimism for the future were incorporated even more in Walt Disney World, where there are now 

four major theme parks as well as many additional attractions that embody these ideals. Building 

 
7 Stein, Why We Love Disney, 18.  
8 David Koenig, Realityland: True-Life Adventures at Walt Disney World, (Irvine, CA: Bonaventure Press, 2014), 

60. 
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Disney World on an idealized representation of America’s past, Disney was able to pick out the 

values he believed most important from the nation’s history and use them to anticipate what he 

considered a utopian future within his theme parks. After Disney’s death, the company continued 

to mine the American past for these Disney tropes of wholesomeness, pride in the nation, and a 

spirit of exploration commonly tied to the idea of the frontier as Disney interpreted it. Disney has 

always been a company interested in the past, whether that past is fantasy or history. 

Undoubtedly, Disney has influenced countless perspectives on what the American past was, and 

this authority cannot be underestimated in its impact on popular culture. The three episodes 

explored in this thesis each help convey the influence that this entity has had on culture, together 

addressing the ways in which Americans think about their history and collective memory of this 

past.  

Considering the immense influence Disney has had on American culture, there is not as 

much historical scholarship as would be justified by the scope of this body and its impact on 

American collective memory. Nevertheless, as a company so entrenched in American culture and 

history, numerous scholars have still voiced their opinions about Disney. Much has been written 

about Disney across many disciplines including psychology, sociology, anthropology, film and 

media studies, musicology, and history. The discourse surrounding the portrayal of history by 

Disney, through both the theme parks as well as film, is still robust, despite not adequately 

reflecting the proportion of Disney’s massive influence on popular perceptions of history.9  

 
9 Kathy Merlock Jackson and Mark I. West, Disneyland and Culture: Essays on the Parks and Their Influence 

(Jefferson, NC: McFarland and Company, Inc., Publishers, 2011).; Robert D. Feild, The Art of Walt Disney (New 

York, 1942).; Gary Apgar, Mickey Mouse: Emblem of the American Spirit (San Francisco: The Walt Disney Family 

Foundation Press, 2015).; Koenig, Realityland: True-Life Adventures at Walt Disney World. 
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Many scholars take a critical approach to analyzing Disney’s depiction of American 

ideals and history.10 Scholarship surrounding Disney’s portrayal of the past runs a spectrum from 

those who shy away from criticizing Disney’s representation of history to scholars who candidly 

denounce most of the actions undertaken by the company. Speaking of the latter group of 

academics, historian Steven Watts points out that Disney’s immense popularity caused some 

scholars to disregard the brand and its importance to culture.11 Watts names these two ends of the 

spectrum as “disciples” and “denouncers,” the former of which celebrate the Disney brand as a 

positive force for all those who interact with it and hold the company as the standard for 

American innovation and achievement. However, the territory between these two schools of 

thought provides room for a balanced, yet critical analysis of the company and its actions, rather 

than just an assessment of whether the company is “good” or “bad.” This middle-ground is 

where I will situate my thesis, in order to provide a well-rounded assessment of how Disney has 

depicted American history, instead of a judgment on the character of the company.  

My analysis spans multiple decades and three distinct periods in Disney’s own history, 

and the extent of scholarship on each of these three episodes varies. Regarding the frontier and 

the opening of Disneyland in 1955, historians have offered much analysis on this topic, merging 

historical inquiry with that of other disciplines such as architecture and anthropology when 

considering history told through physical and social entities in a theme park. Historian Richard 

Francaviglia has written extensively on this relationship, arguing that Walt Disney understood 

the power he had over popular perception of the past, and used this influence to shape 

 
10 For examples of works that take a critical approach to Disney, see: Eric Smoodin, ed., Disney Discourse: 

Producing the Magic Kingdom (New York: Routledge, 1994).; Richard Schickel, The Disney Version: The Life, 

Times, Art, and Commerce of Walt Disney (New York: Simon and Schuster 1968).; Ariel Dorfman, Armand 

Mattelart, and David Kunzle, How to Read Donald Duck: Imperialist Ideology in the Disney Comic, (New York: 

OR Books, 2018). 
11 Steven Watts, “Walt Disney: Art and Politics in the American Century,” The Journal of American History 82, no. 

1 (June 1995): 84. 
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Americans’ views of their nation’s history: “for Disney, image was substance, and whoever 

controlled that image wielded both the power to affect views of the past and visions of the 

future.”12  

The symbolic rendering of United States history is a recurring theme in the scholarly 

discussions of Disney and its depiction of the past. 13 Karal Ann Marling addresses Disney’s 

version of history from an architectural, as well as historical, viewpoint, maintaining that 

Disney’s “architecture of reassurance” created a version of history that blended mythmaking 

with truth.14 Similar to Francaviglia, Marling describes sections of the theme parks as allegorical 

versions of America’s history aimed at a comforting past evoking nostalgic notions of simpler 

times and romanticized depictions of American’s complicated narrative.15 Mike Wallace writes 

of the impact of this figurative rendition of history in Mickey Mouse History and Other Essays 

on American Memory, arguing that these popular ideas of American history and values genuinely 

shape individual’s perceptions of the past.16 Building off of this claim, this thesis seeks to further 

delve into Disney’s portrayal of American history by placing this analysis of the theme parks and 

the frontier in conversation with two other distinct episodes in Disney’s history that have 

previously not been connected in historical inquiry.  

 
12 Richard Francaviglia, “History After Disney: The Significance of ‘Imagineered’ Historical Places,” Public 

Historian 17, no. 4 (1995): 74.; Richard Francaviglia, “Walt Disney's Frontierland as an Allegorical Map of the 

American West,” The Western Historical Quarterly 30, no. 2 (1999): 169.  
13 Michael Steiner, “Frontierland as Tomorrowland: Walt Disney and the Architectural Packaging of the Mythic 

West,” Montana The Magazine of Western History 48, no. 1 (1998): 2-17.; Kathy Merlock Jackson, Walt Disney: 

Conversations (Jackson, MS: University Press of Mississippi, 2006).; Koenig, Realityland.; Francaviglia, “History 

After Disney.”; Bethanee Bemis, “Mirror, Mirror for Us All,” The Public Historian 42, no. 1 (2020): 78.  
14 Karal Ann Marling, Designing Disney's Theme Parks: The Architecture of Reassurance (Paris: Flammarion, 

2006). 
15 Karal Ann Marling, “Disneyland, 1955: Just Take the Santa Ana Freeway to the American Dream,” American Art 

5, no. 1/2 (1991): 201. 
16 Mike Wallace, Mickey Mouse History and Other Essays on American Memory (Philadelphia, PA: Temple 

University Press, 1996).  
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The frontier is an essential element of Disney’s depiction of American history, making it 

necessary to briefly consider the scholarly discourse surrounding this concept. Arguably the most 

influential arguments regarding the frontier and popular perceptions of the past came in 1893 

from Frederick Jackson Turner, who argued that the frontier was a defining characteristic of 

American identity and democracy.17 Turner’s frontier thesis strongly influenced the life and 

ideology of Walt Disney, an idea that will be further discussed in Chapter One. In 1974, William 

Appleman Williams, a diplomatic historian, updated Turner’s discussion by taking into account 

the development of twentieth century U.S. imperialism. In The Great Evasion, Williams argues 

that the American obsession with expansion is an attempt to avoid addressing the nation’s less 

ideal side of social inequalities and unrest.18 Throughout all three periods explored in this thesis, 

the frontier remained a critical component of the Disney corporation’s version of history, an 

interesting trend considering the transition from the post-war conformity of the 1950s to the 

broad social unrest of the 1970s to the end of the Cold War in the 1990s. 

Following my discussion of Disneyland as a physical manifestation of Walt Disney’s 

ideas about the frontier brought to life, I analyze Disney’s depiction of history through the 

Bicentennial celebration of the United States from 1975 to 1976. While scholars have generally 

explored larger themes in Disney’s portrayal of American history, the Bicentennial has largely 

been overlooked in these discussions. Smithsonian historian Bethanee Bemis is one of very few 

scholars who have published specifically on Disney’s celebration of the Bicentennial and its 

relation to the depiction of history. Bemis argued that “America on Parade” was a seminal 

moment in connecting Disney’s version of American history with the collective memory of the 

 
17 Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American History (New York, NY: Henry Holt and Company, 1920). 
18 William Appleman Williams, The Great Evasion: An Essay on the Contemporary Relevance of Karl Marx and on 

the Wisdom of Admitting the Heretic into the Dialogue about America's Future (New York, NY: New Viewpoints, 

1974). 
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nation’s past and ideas of shared heritage.19 In comparison to the plethora of works written 

generally on Disney across many different subjects, those written specifically on Disney and its 

relation to the Bicentennial lack this abundance of analysis, leaving an opportunity for my own 

inquiry, especially in conversation with the other two episodes explored in this thesis.  

In assessing the version of history being told by Disney, one must also consider the 

historical context within which Disney’s historical representations were being constructed. 

Because I explore three moments across three different decades in this thesis, each chapter will 

contextualize the larger events and trends occurring during that era in order to better understand 

how Disney fit into the existing narrative. Examining the change in the depiction of history from 

the 1950s regarding my first chapter on the opening of Disneyland to my second chapter on the 

1970s with the Bicentennial, historian Eva Moskowitz specifically compared historical 

depictions between these two decades to uncover changes in the portrayal of the nation’s past. 

She argued that the 1970s textbooks, in contrast to those of the 1950s, negated the “rags to 

riches” myth and placed less value on achievements and success stories of individual 

Americans.20 A key change from the depiction of history in the 1950s was the presentation of 

American history as the product of many different peoples’ collective strengths rather than an 

assortment of individuals’ own achievements.21 In my research, Disney was slower to make this 

shift in its depiction of history, instead fully embracing the “rags to riches” myth during the 

1970s and only beginning to negate this story in the 1990s with plans for Disney’s America. As 

 
19 Bethanee Bemis, “Minuteman Mickey Mouse: Disney and America's Bicentennial,” National Museum of 

American History Blog (National Museum of American History Behring Center, 2018), 

https://americanhistory.si.edu/blog/minuteman-mickey.; Bethanee Bemis, “How Disney Came to Define What 

Constitutes the American Experience,” Smithsonian Magazine, January 3, 2017.; Bemis, “Mirror, Mirror for Us 

All.” 
20 Eva Moskowitz, “Lessons in Achievement in American History High School Textbooks of the 1950s and 1970s,” 

The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 112, no. 2 (April 1988): 268. 
21 Moskowitz, “Lessons in Achievement in American History High School Textbooks,” 268-269. 

https://americanhistory.si.edu/blog/minuteman-mickey
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an immense influencer on popular culture, one must consider Disney when assessing how 

individuals form perceptions of the past. In exploring the presentation of history by Disney, my 

thesis will add to the scholarship comparing the versions of history being told over the span of 

the second half of the twentieth century.  

Relating to the 1970s and the Bicentennial, historians generally did not comment on the 

occurrence of the Bicentennial in their analyses of American history during the 1970s, a 

surprising omission considering the scope of the celebrations happening across the nation during 

this time. In the scholarship surrounding the version of history being told during this decade, 

historians focused on larger trends, such as the economic crises of the early 1970s and broad 

social problems occurring during this decade, rather than a return to the Revolution in relation to 

the Bicentennial.22 Yet, in all of these discussions on the portrayal of American history in 

schoolbooks during the 1970s, no scholars made any mention of the 200th anniversary of the 

Revolution, or of Disney’s participation in this celebration, when analyzing depictions of 

history.23 Considering that the Bicentennial was one of the largest collective celebrations of the 

nation’s past, this oversight reveals a gap in the scholarship discussing the understanding of 

American history during the 1970s, and an opportunity for my work to address how Disney fit 

into the telling of America’s story during this time.  

In order to analyze how Disney portrayed American history, I draw on an array of 

sources, some of which have been untapped previously by historians. These sources include live 

recordings of the theme parks and events occurring there, musical recordings, theme park 

 
22 Alfred E. Eckes, “American History Textbooks and the New Issues of Trade, Payments, and Raw Materials,” The 

History Teacher 11, no. 2 (1978): 264-271; Frances FitzGerald, America Revised History Schoolbooks in the 20. 

Century (Boston, MA: Little, Brown and Comp., 1979).; David Lowenthal, “The Bicentennial Landscape: A Mirror 

Held Up to the Past,” Geographical Review 67, no. 3 (1977): 253-256.  
23 Simon P. Newman, “Disney’s American Revolution,” Journal of American Studies, 52 (2017): 682–715.  
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memorabilia, Disney’s published history book America on Parade, government documents, 

newspaper articles, and historians’ own comments on Disney’s history. Furthermore, I put these 

sources in conversation with historical theories regarding themes in American history, especially 

with the frontier as a motif in the nation’s identity and development. This thesis is the first 

scholarly work to use such a diverse array of source material and to consider these three distinct 

moments alongside each other.  

This enterprise, moreover, is vital: as the United States faces a partisan divide and 

growing unrest over race in 2021 it is more important than ever to assess how major cultural 

institutions interpret –and misinterpret—the American past. Much of the way we understand the 

history and collective memory of the United States has changed in the twenty-first century alone, 

and even more so in recent years specifically. Many of the secondary literature on the depiction 

of history by Disney is outdated when considering this degree of this change. Ideas of American 

history inform individuals’ ability to perceive and interpret the present state of the country. My 

analysis of the ways in which Disney portrayed history is important in order to better understand 

ideas of America’s past and national heritage in the tumultuous present. Given Disney’s reach 

into popular culture and the fact that many individuals who experienced the three episodes 

discussed in the following chapters are still alive to this day, this thesis will provide not only an 

important contribution to the discourse surrounding Disney and history, but also a timely 

exploration of popular perceptions of our nation’s past.  
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Chapter One: Walt Disney’s Frontier Fantasies 

 

 

On a sweltering summer day in 1955, Disneyland opened its gates to the public in 

Anaheim, California. July 17, 1955, was meant to be a limited opening, yet more than 20,000 

visitors entered the park. Prior to opening, thousands of counterfeit tickets had been distributed, 

resulting in an enormous number of guests flooding the park and overwhelming it on its first day. 

Within just a few weeks after this crowded opening, Disneyland welcomed over one million 

attendees.24 Disneyland was Walt Disney’s brainchild, a project he was excited about because it 

would be a living place that could continuously change and adapt unlike films which could not 

be changed after they were produced.25 Walt Disney died approximately a decade after the 

opening of Disneyland. Analyzing the park’s early years while Disney was alive provides a 

window into how he understood United States history. The park contained five primary sections: 

Main Street USA, Fantasyland, Tomorrowland, Adventureland, and Frontierland. 26 Although the 

frontier was ostensibly the subject of only this last section, this chapter argues that the concept of 

the frontier permeated both the whole park and indeed Walt’s entire view on the history of the 

United States. Examining Disneyland in the immediate years after it opened in 1955 revealed 

that Disney’s ideas about the U.S. frontier were always a fantasy, and his theme park shared this 

fantasy with the world. This chapter will explore this frontier fantasy through an analysis of the 

different sections of Disneyland, as well as other components of Disney’s entertainment in the 

1950s. 

 
24 “Disneyland Gates Open,” New York Times, July 19, 1955. 
25 Alan Taylor, “Opening Day at Disneyland: Photos From 1955,” The Atlantic, July 24, 2019.; “The Story of 

Disneyland,” The Story of Disneyland (Burbank, CA: The Walt Disney Company, 1955), 2. 
26 Map of Disneyland, (1955), https://disneyavenue.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/5d8b3-1955.jpg.  

https://disneyavenue.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/5d8b3-1955.jpg
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In order to understand how ideas of the frontier played into the version of history told 

through Disneyland, one must first understand Walt’s conception of the frontier. Growing up at 

the turn of the century, Walt Disney’s education would have been shaped by teachers and 

textbooks steeped in the theory of the frontier as presented by Frederick Jackson Turner.27 In 

1893, Turner argued that the frontier was the most important element of American democracy 

and development of the nation. For Turner, the availability of “wild, unsettled” land was what 

made the United States distinct from other developed western nations. Turner’s frontier thesis 

argued that new and “vacant” lands imparted unique characteristics onto those who experienced 

them, resulting in American ideals of liberty and individualism. By 1893 however, Turner 

claimed that the frontier was closed, and the United States would need to seek out a new frontier 

to continue its development.28  

Walt Disney came of age during the early twentieth century when the frontier thesis was 

the prevailing belief of the time.29 Historian Warren Susman argued that during this time period 

“it had become part of the American mythos to attribute almost all that was desirable in 

American life and character to the effects of the pioneering experience.”30 Walt latched onto this 

imagined perception of all that was ideal about the American experience and character when 

forming his own interpretation of United States history.31 Turner’s ideology became widespread 

among historians in the early twentieth century, and even was known outside the scholarly 

 
27 Warren Susman, “The Frontier Thesis and the American Intellectual,” in Culture as History: The Transformation 

of American Society in the Twentieth Century, (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2003), 28-30. 
28 Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American History (New York, NY: Henry Holt and Company, 1920). 

For more on Turner and the influence of his thesis see: Richard Hofstadter, The Progressive Historians: Turner, 

Beard, and Parrington (New York: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1968), Part II.; and Warren Susman, “The Frontier 

Thesis and the American Intellectual,” in Culture as History: The Transformation of American Society in the 

Twentieth Century, (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2003), 27-39. 
29 Susman, Culture as History, 28. 
30 Susman, Culture as History, 29. 
31 Walt Disney, “Frontierland,” True West 5, (May-June 1958): 10. 
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community.32 The emphasis that the frontier was a key factor, if not the most important factor, in 

crafting the American character was something that became deeply entrenched in Walt’s 

worldview and personal beliefs.  

Disney’s view of the frontier was shaped not only by the ideas that prevailed in the 

culture to which he was born, but was reinforced by his specific childhood experiences. These 

childhood experiences so central to Walt Disney’s worldview took shape in the town of 

Marceline, Missouri, and even though he only spent four years there, his experience in Marceline 

became a key factor in shaping his ideology and perception of the American way of life.33  

Discussing his time in Marceline from 1906 to 1910, Walt explained an article published in True 

West in 1955 that “these boyhood memories are the reason for my fondness for Frontierland.”34 

Born in Chicago, Illinois on December 5, 1901, Walt Disney moved to Missouri at the age of 

five after his father, Elias Disney left his construction job in the city and moved the family to a 

farm in Marceline.35 This was the idyllic childhood for Walt, and many years later, his design for 

Main Street USA in Disneyland would be based on this boyhood experience in small-town 

America.36 In the following years the Disney family moved several times between Chicago and 

Kansas City, and Walt never again experienced the idyllic time in the countryside that he 

attributed to the perfect childhood.37 Throughout his life, Walt continuously referenced these 

four years in Marceline as inspiration for stories, films, and eventually the version of history he 

presented in Disneyland.38 

 
32 Susman, Culture as History, 29-30. 
33 Kathy Merlock Jackson, ed., Walt Disney: Conversations (Jackson, MS: University Press of Mississippi, 2006), 

13; Disney, “Frontierland,”10. 
34 Disney, “Frontierland,” 10. 
35 J. Michael. Barrier, The Animated Man: A Life of Walt Disney (Berkeley, CA: Univ. of California Press, 2008), 

13. 
36 Jackson, Walt Disney: Conversations, 13; Disney, “Frontierland,” 10. 
37 Disney, “Frontierland,” 10. 
38 Disney, “Frontierland,” 10; Walt Disney, “I Have Always Loved Trains,” Railroad Magazine, October 1965, 13.  
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The wide-open farmland of Missouri and roar of the railroad that passed through 

Marceline became key experiences that Walt took to heart as he crafted his own ideology of what 

it meant to be American. He tied these experiences to the fantasy of the frontier; the railroad 

served as a physical representation of the never-ending expansive push to the west, and the 

expansive farmland was linked to the wide expanses of “unsettled land” tied to the myth of the 

frontier. With Disneyland, Walt Disney was able to relive these experiences more so than if he 

had created a film or story about them: instead, he developed an entire world dedicated to this 

childhood experience that he believed he lost when he moved away from Marceline. Yet, 

Disney’s ideas about the frontier were always a fantasy; the land was never open or unsettled 

despite his firm belief in these characteristics of the frontier drawn from his boyhood experience 

in a predominantly white midwestern town. Not far from Marceline was the urban center of 

Kansas City, in which 90.5% of the population was white in 1910.39 One can assume that Walt 

Disney’s experience in Marceline, just a short distance away from Kansas City, had a similar 

racial makeup during this time.40 Disney’s frontier was thus drawn from a white man’s 

perspective in a racially homogenous community. 

Disney’s life had clearly been influenced by the experiences he identified with the 

frontier as a child. Combined with the Turnerian view that the country had been similarly 

influenced by the frontier, Walt came to the outlook that both his own life and the past of his 

country were heavily influenced  by the frontier; he stated that “in Frontierland we meet the 

America of the past, out of whose strength and inspiration came the good things of life we enjoy 
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today.”41 Disney credited the frontier with bringing about the best of 1950s America and put the 

frontier on a pedestal in his understanding of the present and the past. Interpreting Disneyland 

within this context reveals the intricate ways that this concept was representative of his version 

of United States history. Before examining the theme park itself, it is valuable to further 

understand the themes associated with Disney’s frontier.42 

Walt Disney imagined the frontier as both a physical locale and a metaphorical concept. 

As a flexible idea representing notions of nostalgia for simpler times, romanticization of the 

American experience, and hope for a similarly exciting future, the frontier became an appealing 

ideology to Disney in the early twentieth century seeking comfort in this pliable concept of the 

old frontier. Disney blended his childhood experience with these fantasies born in nostalgia, 

racism, and romanticization to find an ideal version of the past that would provide hope for the 

future. Susman termed this the act of creating “a usable past,”43 in which an individual or group 

molds concepts of history to their own life and story, and perceived needs and goals. Disney was 

able to pick and choose ideas associated with the frontier to create a malleable past for his own 

present and future.  

Disney brought this usable past to life in the opening of Disneyland in 1955. Throughout 

the theme park, the fantasy that the American character was formed on the frontier permeated the 

five different sections of Disneyland. Conceived and built during the 1950s, during which white, 

middle-class values were predominant and widespread in popular middlebrow culture, Disney 

designed his park for white, middle-class visitors, who would find his fantasy of American 
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history flattering to their own myths about themselves.44 Within Frontierland, Walt Disney’s 

usable past came to light in a sentimental and reassuring depiction of the old west. The frontier in 

the American west was portrayed as a simpler time during which the glory of the United States 

was on display through the daring and brave pioneer experience. Walt Disney expressed this 

ideology in a voiceover for a Disneyland Concert Orchestra recording for the Frontierland 

section of the park, calling the themed area a “tribute to the faith, courage, and ingenuity of the 

pioneers who blazed the trails across America.”45 Specifically, Disney emphasized the ideas of 

individualism and courage in relation to the characters who told his version of history in 

Frontierland. For example, Disney utilized the character of Davy Crockett to highlight the 

bravery and individualism of the frontier. Interpreted during the decade of the 1950s, 

individuality was a characteristic in opposition to the conformity of the post-war era. For those 

seeking to avoid such uniformity and traditional standards, either consciously or subconsciously, 

the idea of the frontier character offered an escape from such reality.46  

Within the park, Walt Disney specifically placed Frontierland to the west of the main 

plaza which connected all of the sections of the park, tying the exhibit both symbolically and 

physically to the geographic west. To better understand the ways in which notions of the frontier 

were incorporated into Disneyland, one can turn to a description of this section by Walt Disney 

himself in an article appearing in True West in 1955. Throughout his narrative of Frontierland in 

True West, he referenced the parallels of the theme park to places in his childhood memories. 

Frontierland had a special place in Walt Disney’s heart, “because it reminds me of my youthful 
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days on the Missouri.”47  Disney drew on these memories of “youthful days” when crafting the 

visitor experience in Frontierland. 

The Mark Twain riverboat was one of the most visible parallels between Walt’s memory 

and the physical place in Disneyland. For his theme park, Disney created an old-fashioned 

steamer that mimicked the stern-wheelers he saw on the Missouri River as a child. Disney called 

this steamer one of the most exciting attractions in the park, representing the themes of adventure 

and exploration linked to his perception of the frontier. From the opening of the park in 1955, the 

Mark Twain riverboat sailed up and down the man-made “Rivers of America” within 

Frontierland. The year 1955 coincided with the emergence of the civil rights struggle in the 

United States, yet the Mark Twain riverboat did not depict Black Americans. In reality, Black 

Americans often bore the brunt of the work on these sternwheelers, doing much of the loading, 

unloading, and crewing of riverboats in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.48 Disney did 

not depict this historical reality on his Mark Twain riverboat, and the history told through this 

attraction aligned more with fantasy.  

The name of the river on which the Mark Twain sailed was “Rivers of America,” located 

entirely within the Frontierland section of the park. Including the term, “America,” in the name 

of this river highlights the fact that Disney attributed American values specifically to 

Frontierland where this river ran. Through this connection within Frontierland, “Rivers of 

America” broadcast Disney’s assertation that United States history and ideals are linked to the 

fantasy of the frontier.49  “Rivers of America” was a very large attraction that took up a 
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substantial portion of the park. In fact, within Frontierland, approximately thirty percent of the 

section was devoted to water. Throughout the history of the United States, rivers and bodies of 

waters have beckoned “explorers” and brought travelers to new and “unexplored” places.50 For 

Disney growing up along the Missouri River, this body of water represented adventure and a 

frontier of sorts to a young Walt. “Rivers of America” combined both this sense of adventure and 

exploration tied to the frontier with the notion of America itself. Here, one can see Disney’s 

version of history as one defined by a sense of exploration to unknown locales, similar to the 

Turnerian view in which the search for new frontiers was the defining characteristic in the 

development of the American character. Yet, this version of history was always a fantasy since 

the “unknown” land of the frontier never truly existed and native populations inhabited this 

“unexplored” territory. 

Compared to the other four themed sections within Disneyland, Frontierland did not have 

many thrill attractions, but instead mimicked the expanse of the frontier with more open spaces 

to be explored by park guests. Walt conceived of Frontierland as an “authentic” experience of the 

American west and old frontier.51 Walt wanted his guests to experience the exploratory feelings 

of the frontier and many of the attractions in Frontierland offered just this opportunity. Visitors 

could travel by the Mark Twain riverboat, stagecoach, Conestoga wagons, trails, and even pack 

mules as they explored Frontierland on their own. By exploring independently, guests would be 

able to individually experience the unknown, imitating the free and self-sufficient “pioneers” and 

cowboys associated with the frontier by Disney.52  

 
50 Francaviglia, “Walt Disney's Frontierland,” 155. 
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Throughout all of Frontierland, Disney celebrated the old west as a lost era, but one to 

which the present and future owed much of their best qualities to. Walt Disney conveyed this 

notion in his article for True West, explaining that Frontierland “shows today’s youth the 

America of our great-grandparents’ day – and before. In this era, when space travel is talked of 

as almost here, we shouldn’t lose sight of our glorious past.”53  Disney believed he was 

presenting an authentic look at this “glorious past”54 and believed he offered a living history of 

the United States in Frontierland. Throughout the section, nature was balanced with the onward 

rush of man and technology, a duality key to the very idea of the frontier as a natural unknown 

reached by new technological developments and individual courage. By merging the beauty of 

nature with this sense of individual freedom, Disney evoked nostalgia for an allegedly simpler 

era in which the beauty of the country was simultaneously preserved and ready to be exploited 

by white settlers.55 This duality further reveals the fantasy of Disney’s history; in reality, white 

settlers exploited many of the natural resources of the west, yet Disney left this exploitation out 

of his version of history. 

Individual freedom was a recurrent theme in Frontierland of 1955, especially in Walt 

Disney’s description of this land in True West. Disney was eager to bestow this idea of 

independence on all of his guests, describing how once a visitor began to explore on his or her 

own in Frontierland, “the place is yours.”56 This sentiment from Disney represents the larger 

notion throughout Frontierland that the guest had free reign over the land to explore and conquer 

to his heart’s content, much in the same way that “pioneers” and “explorers” did to the 

“unsettled” lands of the American west. The frontier was thus not only a physical location, but a 
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symbolic location in the quest for ultimate independence. 57 This sense of individual freedom 

inextricably linked to the frontier is a key element of Disney’s overall sense of the American 

past. Walt Disney believed in individual liberty over collective rights, and his assumptions and 

experiences as a white man in the early twentieth century shaped this worldview. As a staunch 

conservative in an age when white supremacy dominated culture and politics, Disney believed in 

frontier-based individual liberty and democratic freedom as key components of the country he 

lived in and key components of the past that created the United States of America.58 

Within Frontierland, the frontier was not only the modern-day interpretation of the old 

west, including cowboys, and railroads, but symbolically more than these physical identifiers. 

The frontier celebrated the belief in manifest destiny, the idea that the United States had a God-

given right to expand endlessly coast-to-coast and beyond. In this sense, the frontier became 

linked to the very spirit of the United States, and manifest destiny appeared in this sort of 

spiritual sense in art and literature during the nineteenth and early twentieth century. Even after 

the frontier closed in the Turnerian view, intellectuals and the general public remained invested 

in the idea of the frontier. Popularly, westerns became widespread as nostalgic and entertaining 

films promoting the bygone era of the frontier.59 Popular culture still linked the very idea of the 

frontier to expansion. Even with the end of the geographical frontier for white settlers, American 

culture tied the idea of it to the spirit of the country to expand and cash in on its individual, 

almost selfish entitlement, to endless expansion and progress.60 With Frontierland, Walt 
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expanded on this spiritual notion of the frontier in a new era of American history in the post-war 

time.61  

In Frontierland, both Native Americans and Hispanic Americans were depicted in parts 

of the themed land. However, both populations were depicted as separate communities within 

Frontierland, similar to the segregation of non-white populations in 1950s American society. 

Guests found Native Americans in the back section of Frontierland, only accessible by riding the 

Mark Twain riverboat or by riding the train that circled the entire theme park. Disney portrayed 

Native Americans as both friendly and threatening, and part of the exhibit showed a white 

settler’s cabin burning as the result of a Native American attack.62 The inclusion of Native 

Americans as a clearly subordinate, and potentially dangerous group, reinforced the existing 

white supremacist notions of culture and history prevalent during the 1950s. Interestingly, 

Frontierland was more “diverse” in the 1950s than it was in later decades. As time passed from 

the initial opening in 1955, Frontierland removed the sections that depicted non-white narratives. 

The removal of these parts of Frontierland in later years showed that visitors to the park were 

seemingly uninterested in this type of history. Instead, Disney’s guests, who were 

overwhelmingly white, craved a white, middle-class utopian fantasy that offered a comforting 

and reassuring version of the past.  

White, middle-class Americans especially sought out this reassurance as the civil rights 

movement took hold of the nation. In 1955, the same year that Disneyland opened, the Supreme 

Court issued its decision in Brown II, a continuation of Brown v. Board, that called for 

desegregation of schools “with all deliberate speed.”63 Additionally, Rosa Parks was arrested on 
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Dec. 1, 1955, beginning the Montgomery Bus Boycott.64 As Disneyland opened its gates, the 

civil rights movement was challenging the cultural vision of white supremacy, furthering the 

white, middle-class need for a nostalgic and reassuring view of the past. Frontierland offered this 

comforting view of the past to park guests. Yet, beyond the section of the park dedicated to it, 

one could see the frontier as a recurring motif in the way Disney presented both fact and fiction.  

The other four main sections of the park, Tomorrowland, Fantasyland, Adventureland, 

and Main Street USA contained elements and ideas associated with the frontier. Not only was the 

frontier connected to antiquated ideas of the nation’s past and the idea of the old west found in 

Frontierland, but this concept also came to represent greater ideas that were central to Walt 

Disney’s perception of the past, present, and future. By understanding the frontier in this way, 

one can observe commonalities in the way Disney told the story of history. The following section 

of this chapter will examine the four other lands beyond Frontierland to analyze how they also 

reflected Walt Disney’s frontier fantasies.  

When a guest entered Disneyland in 1955, he or she would first encounter Main Street 

USA. Main Street was representative of Disney’s image of the small midwestern town in 

Marceline, Missouri, where Walt Disney lived for four years of his childhood. On the map below 

(Figure 1), Main Street USA is located in the middle of the bottom half of the map, leading 

straight to the plaza connecting all of the four other lands of the park. From the central plaza, one 

could turn west to Frontierland or turn opposite to the east to Tomorrowland. The juxtaposition 

of Frontierland opposite from Tomorrowland was purposely done to represent the past to one 

side and the future to the other. In putting these lands in conversation in such a way, Disney 

highlighted the frontier of the past and connected it to the new frontier of the future found in the 
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land of tomorrow. Beyond the east and west, Fantasyland was located to the north and 

Adventureland to the southwest.65 

 

Figure 1: Map of Disneyland 1958  

Source: Map of Disneyland, Disney Avenue, (1955), https://disneyavenue.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/5d8b3-1955.jpg. 

 

Both Main Street USA and Frontierland were the two places where one could most 

closely observe the ties of the park to Walt’s personal life and depiction of history. Disney 

designed Main Street USA to evoke ideas of small-town America at the turn of the nineteenth 

century. At the entrance to the park before Main Street USA there was a train station, conjuring 

up the explorative atmosphere of the frontier where one could take a train west to “unsettled 

lands.” Just beyond the train station at the entrance, one could find Town Square preceding Main 

Street lined with various businesses and shops. Walt was so enchanted by the idea of trains and 

small-town America that he had a personal apartment above Town Square, from which he could 
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both see and hear the railroad as well as look down Main Street towards the other lands in the 

park. The train station stood at the entrance to Main Street and at the other end stood Sleeping 

Beauty’s Castle. The railroad and castle serving as bookends to Main Street can be understood as 

a frontier concept as well. Visitors would enter the park feeling the excitement of the railroad 

that could take them to new and unknown places, and in the distance they would see a castle 

representing the dreams and allure of far and distant lands. This is a clear parallel to the frontier, 

and especially Walt’s perception of the frontier from Marceline, Missouri where the railroad 

represented this escape to figurative castles in the distance of the unexplored frontier.66  

The railroad and the ideas associated with it were very important to Walt Disney, further 

exhibiting how the concepts of the frontier were integrated into his personal life. In fact, his love 

for railroads helped inspire the theme park. Prior to the conception of Disneyland, Walt was 

obsessed with trains. He even built his own miniature train named the Carolwood Pacific that ran 

around his home in Southern California. Although Mickey Mouse sparked Disney’s animation 

success, trains were Walt’s foray into outdoor entertainment, and his passion for trains was an 

inspiration for building an amusement park.67 In an article for Railroad Magazine, Walt reflected 

on his passion for trains, describing how “it spawned the busy little railroad here in Disneyland 

and somehow is tied up emotionally with my boyhood experience. Yes, in one way or another I 

have always loved trains.”68 Connecting trains to his “boyhood experience” further reveals the 

ways in which the railroad was evocative of the frontier for Disney, since Walt linked this 

“boyhood experience” to the frontier in his True West article. 69   
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Disney called his railroad the Disneyland & Santa Fe, and it traveled along the outer edge 

of the park, seen in Figure 1 above. The railroad encircled Disneyland, literally and figuratively 

surrounding the park in the idea of the frontier spirit of adventure and exploration. Disney 

himself played a role in the sourcing and building of the railroad to a five-eighths scale, 

demonstrating his passion in railroads and the ideas associated with them.70 When the 

Disneyland & Santa Fe Railroad first opened in 1955, the only two stops it made were at the 

train station at the top of Main Street and in Frontierland. These stops again reveal the link 

between the frontier, turn-of-the-century America, the railroad, and Walt Disney’s perception of 

the American past. By only stopping at these two locations, the railroad became further 

associated with the frontier history that these lands convey, demonstrating again the significance 

of the frontier to Walt’s worldview and idea of the past.71  

In later years, the railroad encompassing Disneyland added more stops in the other parts 

of the park, including Tomorrowland. Despite reflecting themes of the future, Tomorrowland 

bore many elements of the frontier mindset. From its conception in the 1950s, this section of the 

park focused on the technological developments of the space age. During the 1950s and 1960s in 

the United States, space came to be known as the new frontier to be explored. By placing 

Tomorrowland directly across from Frontierland, Disney linked the notion of the old west 

frontier with the new frontier in space. In fact, in the recording by the Disneyland Concert 

Orchestra for Tomorrowland, Walt Disney directly stated that “outer space is the new frontier,”72 

expressing a similar sentiment to the political rhetoric of the age. President John F. Kennedy 
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focused heavily on this idea of a new frontier in his presidential campaign and tenure.73 In this 

sense, the space age awakened the idea of manifest destiny for a new frontier, associating many 

of the same ideals of adventure, exploration, and individual achievement found in the old 

frontier. Tomorrowland offered a physical location for the manifestation of these ideas, and 

guests could experience both the old and the new frontier, conveniently, and not accidentally, 

located directly opposite from each other. Here, the motif of the frontier as part of Walt Disney’s 

overall worldview is clearly apparent, characterizing both the past and the future of the United 

States as told by Disney. 

The frontier was not as outwardly visible in Adventureland and Fantasyland. 

Nevertheless, one could observe ideas associated with the frontier in these sections. Within 

Adventureland, the ideas of exploration of the unknown and adventure linked this section to the 

concept of the frontier. In the first Disneyland park guide, Adventureland was described as a 

“thrilling” place that could take you on a “trip to the far ends of the world.”74 Thus, guests to the 

park could theoretically visit new frontiers by experiencing these “far-off places” in-person, 

carrying the adventurous and individual spirit of exploration tied to the notion of the frontier.75 

Finally, similar characteristics of the frontier were also visible in Fantasyland. This 

section of the park was dedicated to the storybook characters Disney was known for by the 

1950s. Characters such as Peter Pan, Pinocchio, and Snow White and the Seven Dwarves could 

be found in this land allowing guests to revisit “childhood dreams.”76 Many of these characters 

embodied frontier traits of individualism and a determination to experience new and exciting 

opportunities. For example, on the ride, “Peter Pan’s Flight,” visitors would embark on a journey 
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to Never-Never-Land, a lawless place where one could undertake an adventurous flight through 

uncharted lands of fantasy. Guests would “leave the world behind”77 and visit a new world filled 

with characters they had never seen or experienced before, such as pirates or mermaids.78 In this 

sense, visiting Never-Never-Land could be compared to the pioneer experience on the frontier 

when settlers would encounter “unknown” territories and people in the period of western 

expansion. Beyond this, many Disney characters, princes, and princesses all touched upon 

comforting and nostalgic notions of a simple story with a happy ending. Yet, these characters 

were able to do so by overcoming difficulty and challenging the status quo in a fictional fantasy 

world. This can be linked to the frontier idea of pioneers blazing new trails in unexplored 

wilderness. Just as individuals on the frontier overcame difficulty and challenged the accepted 

ideas of their time, so did many of the Disney characters found in Fantasyland.79 

Beyond the representation of the frontier in the theme park, one could find manifestations 

of the frontier in other aspects of Disney’s entertainment empire in the 1950s. In the year leading 

up to Disneyland’s opening, Disney ran a television show also called Disneyland, which 

promoted the various sections of the theme park. Walt Disney presented each episode of 

Disneyland himself, and in doing so he became a familiar and comforting figure to Americans 

viewing the show. Walt was upfront about the joint purpose the show served not only as a form 

of entertainment but also as a promotional tactic for Disney. Disneyland was a hit, and historian 

J. P. Telotte calls the show “one of the most influential series in the history of American 

television.”80 This series ran to the 1990s as the Wonderful World of Disney and became the 
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longest running Disney television production.81 Because Disneyland, the show, and Disneyland, 

the park, were so closely linked, analyzing the television show offers insight into the type of 

history portrayed in the theme park.  

Disneyland was unique in its bridge between the virtual environment and the real world; 

Disney even admitted from the start that “Disneyland the place and Disneyland the TV show are 

all part of the same.”82 For those who watched Disneyland at home, they became familiar with 

the fictional characters, places, and ideas they would find in the theme park. In this sense, 

Disneyland became a powerful medium for blending fantasy with reality. For those who 

experienced both the show and the theme park, Disneyland bolstered the power of the theme 

park experience to create an alternate reality and influence views on the past, present, and future. 

Additionally, Disneyland was one of the company’s first experiences incorporating ideas of the 

American past and the history of the United States into the company’s work. As part of the 

Disneyland show, the series included four different segments focusing on the four different 

theme lands of the future park. For Fantasyland, Disneyland ran some of the brand’s most 

popular animated fantasy sequences, and for Frontierland, Disneyland focused on old westerns, 

adapting the historical character of Davy Crockett to portray a Disneyfied view of frontier life.83   

Science fiction episodes such as “Man in Space” portrayed Tomorrowland, and for 

Adventureland, the show portrayed action-packed adventure stories.84 

The segment of Disneyland focusing on Adventureland further revealed the connections 

between this section of the theme park and Disney’s frontier. In the part of the initial episode of 
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Disneyland presenting Adventureland, Walt Disney described how approximately thirty camera 

crews were dispatched in “almost every sector of the world”85 to film exciting adventures and 

stories. The first episode of Disneyland offered a preview of these places, including the 

“unusual” Galapagos and “the burning sands of the Sahara, where nomads risk thirst and 

starvation for the freedom to roam.”86 This example of nomads from the Sahara has similarities 

to the “explorers” who “roamed” the American west on the frontier. The Adventureland segment 

of Disneyland encompassed both nature and people to depict a spirit of exploration and 

excitement. When referring to people in places such as Africa or South America, Disney 

repeatedly called their customs and traditions “unusual.”87 Once again, this reflects the white 

perspective from which Disney approached the discussion of history and culture, viewing 

anything outside the realm of middle-class, white American values as “unusual.”  

 In transitioning from the description of Frontierland to Adventureland during this first 

episode of Disneyland, Walt stated, “here too is a world of unusual people and faraway places,”88 

directly comparing the two different lands and the notion of the frontier that connected them. In 

dispatching camera crews to hard-to-reach places, Disney intended to bring new and exciting 

stories of adventure back to viewers within the United States. In this sense, Disney was reaching 

unfamiliar locales all across the world and portraying these new frontiers in the homes of 

Americans. 89 

Rather than develop a completely new personality for the Frontierland segment of 

Disneyland, Disney relied on a fictionalized version of frontiersman Davy Crockett through 
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which Walt Disney could project his fantasies about American history. The real Davy Crockett 

was both a frontiersman and politician who served in the House of Representatives. During his 

time in Congress, Crockett opposed President Andrew Jackson’s policy of the Indian Removal 

Act, which evicted Native Americans off their land so that white settlers could expand further 

westward. In 1836, Crockett died at the Battle of the Alamo, which sought to break Texas away 

from Mexico to establish it as a slave territory.90 Disney drew upon this historical narrative to 

create an exaggerated character who embodied traits of the frontier. The Davy Crockett show ran 

from 1954 to 1955 as part of the overall Disneyland series that promoted the theme park. The 

show encompassed five hour-long episodes released several months apart from each other over 

the course of 1954 to 1955. The actor, Fess Parker, played the character of Davy Crockett in 

these live-action westerns. The first three episodes were so well-received by the public that they 

were made into a feature-length film in the summer of 1955, before the release of the final two 

episodes later that year. This film, Davy Crockett, King of the Wild Frontier, was one of 

Disney’s most successful films to date, and Americans sought out Davy Crockett merchandise in 

what Telotte termed “Crockett craze.”91  

The narrator for Davy Crockett introduced the television show as “tall tales and true from 

the legendary past.”92 The show emphasized this mix between legend and true story, and the 

lines were blurred between myth and reality. For many American children, and their parents 

watching, ideas seen in Davy Crockett regarding the old west and the frontier became associated 

with ideas of the real country’s past.93 Disney would go on to incorporate this sort of historical 
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imagination in the Disneyland park, both in Frontierland as well as in the other sections. Davy 

Crockett glorified the frontier life, much in the same way that Disneyland celebrated this fantasy. 

In the film, the frontier idolized white men running off from their families to pursue adventure 

and exploration. For white frontiersmen portrayed by Disney, exploring further west was the 

responsible and expected thing to do. Within the film, white frontiersmen were making the 

frontier “safe” for their families by ridding the “wilderness” of “potentially dangerous” Native 

Americans. Davy Crockett, depicted this sort of behavior as heroism for the greater good, 

exalting individualism and the sense of independence and freedom associated with the frontier.94  

Viewed within the context of the 1950s, these frontier values represented a divergence 

from the conformity of the time. In the post-war era and early years of the Cold War, uniformity 

and homogeneity were promoted and traditional family values were encouraged.95 Davy Crockett 

both upheld this outlook and challenged it. On the one hand, Davy Crockett was defending his 

family, fulfilling the stereotypical role of the man to protect and provide for his wife and 

children. Viewers could place themselves into this context and identify as part of Davy’s family 

from this perspective. On the other hand, Davy protected and provided for his family in a 

nontraditional way that emphasized independence, personal freedom, and adventurous heroism.96 

This behavior was nontraditional in the sense that Davy left his wife and children to pursue his 

own adventure, albeit with the purpose of making the frontier a “safer” place. In this manner, 

Davy Crockett and the frontier life appealed to a subconscious desire to escape such widespread 

conformity of the 1950s.97 Frontierland provided this opportunity for its guests to pursue this 

sense of adventure and exploration in a safe and controlled environment. In a similar manner to 
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the almost sterile context of the decade, Frontierland was a physical place to live out underlying 

desires for adventure and individualism in a benignly organized context. 

Davy Crockett also explored the relationship between frontier settlers and Native 

Americans. Viewed from today’s perspective, the Walt Disney Company currently 

acknowledges the harmful and incorrect depiction of Native Americans. However, within the 

context of the 1950s, the show portrayed this population in accordance with predominant white 

beliefs of the time period. Both Frontierland and Davy Crockett placed Native Americans on the 

edge of society. Just as Frontierland located the “Indian village” on the outer edge of the park, 

Davy Crockett depicted Native Americans on the edge of the frontier as well, standing between 

the white man and the “unending wilderness” ready to be “conquered” by heroic “pioneers.”98 

Davy Crockett depicted Native Americans in a manner which made them seem inferior to 

the white settlers. Furthermore, Davy Crockett and other white frontiersmen blamed Native 

Americans for causing the conflict between white settlers and their tribes. One of the film’s plot 

points explored this conflict between settlers and Native Americans, featuring a fight between 

these two groups. In this scene, Davy decided to meet with the Native American tribe’s chief, 

named Red Stick, to put an end to this conflict. In doing so, Crockett scolded the chief that “if 

they just listen to reason” their problems would end. This mentality depicted Davy Crockett as 

more intelligent than Red Stick, upholding the 1950s white perspective towards Native 

Americans.99  

During this decade, the U.S. government still viewed assimilation as a positive way for 

Native Americans to conform to white American society. In the 1950s, the federal government 
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sought to relocate Native Americans from reservations to urban centers.100 This push 

demonstrated continuity in the removal of Native Americans from their lands, as depicted 

through Davy Crockett and Disneyland. Both the show and the theme park portrayed Native 

Americans owning their land, but still glorified the frontier mentality of expansion even if 

populations owned the land between frontier settlers and the “unexplored” wilderness. Davy 

Crockett drew a fine line between upholding this notion of expansion and also critiquing it. 

Towards the end of the film, Davy Crockett argued in defense of Native Americans, stating that 

“expansion ain’t no excuse for persecuting a whole part of our people because their skin is red 

and they’re uneducated to our ways.”101 Yet, actions speak louder than words, and Davy 

Crockett’s behavior demonstrated that expansion was ultimately more important than the 

treatment of non-white populations in Disney’s fantasy of the frontier. 

From the five sections of Disneyland to the character of Davy Crockett, elements of the 

frontier were visible in the way Walt Disney depicted the past, present, and future. Walt Disney 

came of age at a time and place when Americans still adhered to a Turnerian idea about the 

frontier, leading to its lasting impact on his life and worldview. Understanding the frontier as a 

recurring motif throughout Disneyland and the corresponding television series encapsulates 

Walt’s perspective on the history of the United States and the way he portrayed this history in his 

theme park. Disney genuinely believed that the history of the nation was being truthfully told 

through his park, describing how “our country’s exciting past is accurately reproduced in 

Frontierland.”102 While Walt himself only mentioned the frontier in that section of Disneyland 

bearing its name, the idea of the frontier was tangible throughout the entire 160-acre theme park. 
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This prevalence should not be surprising, for even in his first animated film, Steamboat Willie, 

Disney incorporated themes of the frontier into his work and his depiction of the past. In this 

iconic short film, Mickey Mouse traveled down a river to an unknown destination, much like the 

journey guests took on the Mark Twain riverboat in Frontierland, indeed, much like the journey 

taken by “pioneers” in “settling the frontier.” Thus, from the very beginning of his career, Walt 

incorporated notions of the frontier into his work, and this concept serves as a useful lens to 

understand both Walt’s worldview and the view of the past that his creations conveyed to his 

audience.  
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Chapter Two: America on Parade: Celebrating the United States Bicentennial  

 

Beginning on June 6, 1975, Mickey Mouse, Goofy, and Donald Duck initiated a fifteen-

month celebration of American history with Disney’s “America on Parade.” These three iconic 

Disney characters marched out to a crowd of thousands, followed by none other than Christopher 

Columbus and his ship, while “Spirit of ‘76” sounded throughout Walt Disney World in Orlando, 

Florida. Six days later on June 12, 1975, the same characters filed out into the California 

sunshine and began the same fifteen-month celebration of American history, tradition, and 

people at the Anaheim Disneyland park. Although Walt Disney himself had been dead for almost 

ten years, the romanticized version of the American past that he had worked so hard to convey 

lived on. Coast-to-coast, the Disney corporation began telling its version of the nation’s past to 

thousands upon thousands of viewers, and from 1975 to 1976, over twenty-five million people 

viewed “America on Parade,” a commemorative pageant portraying Disney’s specific version of 

American history for the Bicentennial celebration of the nation’s founding.103 This chapter 

argues that Disney used the Bicentennial to present to the hundreds of thousands who witnessed 

“America on Parade” an idealistic and reassuring version of the country’s history that attempted 

to reassert a traditional view of America’s past as it emerged from the tumult of the 1960s, 

protests over civil rights, feminism, and Vietnam, and the disillusioning experience of the 

Watergate scandal.    

Approximately fifty years ago, Disney achieved a world record of the largest audience in 

history to view a live performance.104 Twice a day in Disney’s two U.S. theme parks, “America 

on Parade” presented America’s history from the Revolution to the 1970s through larger-than-
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life dolls and floats paraded through the parks. From Christopher Columbus to George 

Washington to Uncle Sam to giant snack foods, which represented contemporary Americana in 

the 1970s, Disney conveyed ideas of American history and culture to adults and children alike.105 

“America on Parade” was only one of countless celebrations that were part of the official 

government activities for the Bicentennial. The federal government began planning for the 

country’s 200th birthday in 1966, ten years before the festivities were to commence.106 From 

1975 to 1976, people across the nation explored America’s story, and Disney played a large role 

in these depictions of history by means of the millions who witnessed “America on Parade” in its 

two U.S. theme parks, Disneyland in Anaheim, California, and Walt Disney World in Orlando, 

Florida. Disney’s depiction of the past emphasized romanticized notions such as the American 

Dream, American exceptionalism, and manifest destiny while leaving out the darker parts of the 

nation’s history. In doing so, Disney presented a reassuring and comforting narrative through 

“America on Parade,” fitting in with the larger Bicentennial objective of the federal government 

to shift the nation’s focus back to a positive view of U.S. history after a period of turbulence and 

social unrest.107  

In order to assess Disney’s version of American history, we should first consider the 

version of history being told by schoolbooks during the 1970s. Disney’s version of history was 

aimed at children and their parents, and was based upon historical scholarship that had not yet 

been influenced by the development of the new social history of the 1960s and 1970s. In 1976, 

Maxine Seller and Andrew Trusz reexamined how the Revolution was portrayed in high school 
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textbooks, concluding that most textbooks provided a factual history of the Revolution but 

lacked in social and cultural history.108 In most works, the Revolution was presented as white, 

Anglo-Saxon, and Protestant.109 This depiction of the Revolution broadly aligned with that 

presented by Disney through the company’s Bicentennial celebrations. Seller and Trusz 

encouraged history teachers to supplement this white-washed history with additional learning 

outside the classroom.110 In analyzing the depiction of history told by “America on Parade,” this 

chapter will also explore whether certain aspects of Disney’s participation in the Bicentennial 

celebrations could have served as a form of supplemental learning or whether this portrayal 

mainly fit in with the existing history told at the time. 

Disney’s depiction of history, through the theme parks, as well as specifically through 

“America on Parade,” had a powerful role in shaping popular perceptions of the past. Historian 

Richard Snow recounted how a visit to Disneyland as a child sparked a love for the discipline of 

history and encouraged him to pursue it as a career.111 Similarly, Dick Schaap reflected on the 

influence of Disney over ideas of history in a New York Times article about his family road trip 

to both Walt Disney World and to Colonial Williamsburg during the Bicentennial. His two 

children only remembered the version of history peddled by Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck 

rather than the more historically candid and factual versions of history told in Colonial 

Williamsburg, highlighting the lasting prevalence of Disney’s hold of popular perceptions of the 

past.112 The scope of this influence and the size of the audience to view “America on Parade” is 
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an important consideration to make when analyzing how this entertainment company used the 

Bicentennial to promote an optimistic and comforting version of the country’s history to millions 

of people.  

Since the planning stages of both U.S. theme parks, the Walt Disney Company embraced 

the commercialization of the American past and the story-telling entertainment that history could 

provide.113 Disney’s association with telling an archetypical version of history contributed to the 

company’s eager participation in the federal government’s Bicentennial celebrations as well as 

the government’s keen interest in working with the Walt Disney Company for these 

celebrations.114 However, Disney’s collaboration with the government reached back years before 

the two-hundredth anniversary of the United States. By the time of the Second World War, 

Disney was a national, and international, phenomenon. After the immensely successful release of 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarves in 1937 to great critical acclaim, the Disney name became 

associated with high-quality entertainment.115 With this established popularity and influence, 

Disney soon caught the attention of the U.S. government. During World War II, Walt Disney 

was entrusted by the federal government to represent American ideals abroad and share his 

version of American culture and history with various nations in South America on a good will 

tour. This early collaboration with the government, as well as the studio’s production of various 

propaganda films during World War II, reveals Disney’s early link with the government, a 

connection that would persist with the Walt Disney Company long after its founder’s death.116  
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 To appreciate Disney’s part in the Bicentennial celebration, one must also understand the 

government’s planning for these celebrations and the broader historical context in which the 

Bicentennial occurred. Planning for the Bicentennial began on July 4, 1966 with the creation of 

the American Revolution Bicentennial Commission (ARBC) by Congress.117 President Lyndon 

B. Johnson signed the American Revolution Bicentennial Bill on this same day and released it to 

the nation on July 8, 1966 with a statement in San Antonio, Texas.118 President Johnson called 

for the celebration of the Revolution, not just for Americans, but for people everywhere, for the 

ideals tied to the Revolution. He stressed ideas of liberty, freedom, and human rights as key 

values that would be highlighted by these celebrations. Announcing this celebration of freedom 

at a time when the U.S. was involved in a war on the other side of the globe, Johnson tied the 

Vietnam war to the Bicentennial: “today the Vietnamese people are fighting for their freedom in 

South Vietnam. We are carrying forward our great heritage by helping to sustain their efforts.”119 

Coming at the end of a turbulent decade in American history with the Cold War, the Vietnam 

War, and racial crises shaking the nation, the Bicentennial was not only a celebration of the 

Revolution but an attempt to draw disillusioned citizens back to “traditional American values” 

after the events of the 1960s shook their faith in the country.   

 Disillusionment with the nation continued into the 1970s, with economic oil crises and 

scandals within the government. A PEW Research study on trust in government reveals this 

growing disenchantment. In 1964, 77% of Americans trusted the government, but by the time of 

the Bicentennial in 1976, that number had plummeted to 36%.120 The two-hundredth birthday 
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celebration of the nation’s history and culture offered Washington the opportunity to boost faith 

in the government and shift this disillusionment to a greater sense of trust. In 1973, President 

Nixon signaled his hope that this celebration could perhaps heal some of the wounds in 

American confidence. By calling on the best parts of American history, culture, and values and 

highlighting them in a nation-wide celebration, Nixon hoped that the Bicentennial would refocus 

citizens to appreciate what makes them American. In 1973, describing his vision for the 

Bicentennial celebrations, Nixon urged Congress to deliver “legislation which will then create a 

monument we trust, that the whole Nation can see, a monument of what America has meant for 

its first two hundred years and what is can mean for the next two hundred years.”121 By calling 

on the positive ideals from the nation’s history, Nixon believed, Americans could redirect their 

future course to greater trust in government and faith in the nation. 122   

 After Nixon resigned in 1974, Gerald Ford presided over the Bicentennial years. Nixon’s 

resignation, in addition to defeat in Vietnam in 1973 and the Watergate scandal in 1972, made 

political leaders all the more determined to use the Bicentennial as a reset for the nation.123 

President Ford stressed the idea of a reset and rebirth of America in his “Remarks on the Eve of 

the Bicentennial Year.” Again, emphasizing themes of liberty and freedom, much in the same 

way that Johnson did before him, President Ford pushed further the idea of the Bicentennial as “a 

time that sparks a renaissance of the American spirit, a time of rededication to liberty and justice 

for all Americans, a time that revives and strengthens the universal human yearning for freedom 

all over the world.”124 The Bicentennial was a flashpoint moment for America; it had the 
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potential to reset the nation in a way no other anniversary event had had in the past. As a 

company experienced in offering a reassuring and nostalgic view of the past, Disney’s version of 

history aligned closely with the federal government’s hopes for the Bicentennial.   

Disney was not blind to the economic and marketing potential for the Bicentennial. By 

1972, businesses realized the ways in which they could tie commercial purchases to the very 

ideals of American identity that encompassed a materialistic consumer culture. However, the 

ARBC had regulations on how companies and corporations could use this celebration for 

monetary gain. Although businesses wanted to profit off of America’s two-hundredth birthday, 

the ARBC was hesitant to yield control of planning and celebrations to other entities, including 

corporations as well as states, cities, and townships.125 In fact, in 1972, the ARBC declared that 

the Bicentennial emblem could not be used in any sort of commercial way, preventing hundreds 

of companies from partaking in the official Bicentennial celebrations.126 With rising distrust in 

government, Americans, including businesses, wanted less bureaucratic oversight in Bicentennial 

events. Less government oversight would allow Disney to curate its own birthday celebration for 

America in the Disneyfied way, a way that differed from the ARBC’s sole focus on the ideals of 

the Revolution, and instead highlighted the entirety of American history and the nation’s cultural 

values.   

While the ARBC focused on Revolutionary values in its Bicentennial celebrations, 

Disney had different plans for the history it would tell through this celebration. The federal 

government hoped to use the Bicentennial as a subconscious validation for Vietnam, however 

Disney did not have these same reasons to focus solely on the Revolution. As the United States 

engaged in a foreign war under the guise of fighting for freedom and liberty, domestically the 
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government sought ways to justify this participation amidst growing opposition to the war. 

Emphasizing ideals of freedom and liberty as key values of American identity in the Bicentennial 

gave the government a sense of justification for fighting in a foreign war for freedom and liberty. 

Under the ARBC, the federal government stressed the Revolutionary ideals of freedom and 

liberty, subtly tying these values to the conflict occurring on the other side of the world in 

Vietnam. Instead of this federal approach to the Bicentennial, Disney spoke to its audience of 

primarily white, middle-class Americans through a celebration emphasizing American unity, 

exceptionalism, and opportunity. Disney focused on a broad celebration of the American way of 

life encompassing a larger time period than the federal government’s plans. 

“America on Parade” presented an overview of United States history from Christopher 

Columbus to the current time in 1976. For Disney to be able to take this wider approach and still 

be involved with government efforts, the planning had to be shifted from active federal 

involvement to passive federal organization, and this shift occurred in 1973 with the creation of a 

new organization, the American Revolution Bicentennial Administration (ARBA). By this year, 

the call for less federal involvement in the Bicentennial had grown loud enough that the 

government responded. Under the Nixon administration, Congress created this new organization 

that could facilitate more celebrations across the entire nation. This shift in focus allowed for 

numerous celebrations from a national level to state, local, and private levels. The ARBA took a 

more passive role in Bicentennial planning than the ARBC; while the ARBC had intended for 

federally sponsored events in one or two cities, specifically Philadelphia and Boston, the ARBA 

encouraged locally sponsored events in cities and towns all across the country.127 Furthermore, 
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the ARBA allowed for private companies to participate in federal plans and to choose what their 

celebrations would focus on, enabling Disney to participate in America’s two-hundredth 

birthday. 

Of all the events organized and endorsed by the ARBA, Disney’s “America on Parade” 

had the largest live audience. To coordinate the many celebrations happening across the country, 

the ARBA consolidated all of the Bicentennial events into an index classified by national, state, 

and city interests. These events encompassed various celebrations including fireworks, parades, 

nautical parades, television specials, museum exhibitions, patriotic decorations throughout both 

cities and local neighborhoods, Bicentennial themed lotteries, and even Super Bowl halftime 

shows.128 “America on Parade” did not only have the largest audience for a Bicentennial 

celebration, but the largest live audience in history. Designated under “National and International 

Events” by the ARBA, “America on Parade” ran twice a day in both U.S. theme parks from June 

of 1975 to September of 1976 with an estimated audience of over twenty-five million viewers. 

The ARBA expected Disney’s celebrations to draw so many people that both theme parks were 

listed on the city level in the Comprehensive Calendar of Bicentennial Events, with Disney 

World falling in between Deland, Florida and Dunedin, Florida.129 Identifying these two theme 

parks as their own cities reveals the magnitude of Disney’s role in the Bicentennial Celebrations 

on a national level. 

 “America on Parade” was an elaborate celebration of United States history and culture. 

The twice daily parades featured larger-than-life dolls, floats depicting key themes and events of 
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American history, and patriotic music written exclusively for Disney.130 Each parade consisted of 

fifty units and floats, as well as over one hundred and fifty characters over eight feet high who 

“represented the people of America.”131 The characters were made to be this large so that all 

people watching the parade would feel like children looking up at individuals taller than 

themselves. In this way, “America on Parade” was meant to be “seen through the eyes of a 

child,” 132 and the history portrayed through this show also seemed to be aimed at the innocent 

ideology of children. Besides the doll characters, the only non-costumed people to participate in 

the parade were marching bands that concluded the show. Lasting approximately thirty minutes, 

the parade depicted American history from “Columbus’s discovery of the New World to space 

exploration.”133 Disney showed what it deemed key moments in American history 

chronologically and chose these moments for their ability to fit into a larger theme of American 

achievement and lifestyle.134 

“America on Parade” was not limited to the twice-daily parades, it also encompassed 

books, records, music, and television presentations that shared Disney’s view of the past with the 

rest of the country outside of the theme parks. In 1975, Walt Disney Productions published 

America on Parade, a book written by David Jacobs describing the history of the United States. 

In this book, American history is divided into four segments: “Discovery and Settlement,” “The 

Making of a Nation,” “The Making of a People,” and “The Making of a Society.” The middle 

two chapters, the “Making of a Nation” and “Making of a People,” comprise the bulk of the 

book. Disney did not simply divide United States history chronologically into four periods but 
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chose to tell the nation’s past through these four themes which allowed for more focus on the 

people of the country. America on Parade, the book, parallels the history told through “America 

on Parade,” the pageant, and offers valuable insight into Disney’s specific version of the 

American past.135 The following section of this chapter analyzes the history told through this 

work to understand “America on Parade’s” depiction of history. 

Disney diverged from the federal focus only on the Revolution to instead devote its 

celebrations to what it deemed the full-length of U.S. history. This full-length history began with 

a European explorer who discovered the “New World” in 1492, and not with the thousands of 

Native Americans who called North America home for many more years than the United States 

have existed for. In “Discovery and Settlement,” Disney dedicated twenty-eight pages to 

describing the events that occurred before the Revolutionary War. The omittance of even 

mentioning Native Americans during this section serves as an early example of the way in which 

Disney framed American history to leave out the less ideal parts of the past and fill it with 

idealized versions of history that conveyed values of individualism, American exceptionalism, 

and the push for discovery and expansion.136  

Just as Native Americans were located peripherally in Frontierland as discussed in 

Chapter One, Native Americans were largely left out of America on Parade. For example, 

Jacobs recognized Columbus’s mistake in identifying indigenous peoples as “Indians” when he 

first landed in North America. However, rather than take this moment to describe the Native 

Americans who inhabited the Americas before Columbus, Jacobs spent the next few paragraphs 

assessing how Columbus could have made such a grave mistake in location, discussing trade 

routes of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and assumptions about the shape of the Earth in 
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that time. Furthermore, the chapter did not correct Columbus’s mistake, and continued to call the 

Native Americans “Indians” for the remainder of the book.137 The only actual description of 

Native Americans is featured in the subtext for an image of a toy teepee. In this subtext, Jacobs 

portrayed the “Indians” positively for helping the colonists, yet Native Americans who were not 

helpful to the newcomers were portrayed in a less positive perspective: “not all of the European-

Indian encounters were rewarding, however. Dutch attempts to establish settlements in the 

Delaware and Hudson valleys were particularly likely to provoke Indian resistance.”138 Although 

this quotation does not necessarily vilify the Native Americans for defending their land, the way 

in which Jacobs described how certain Native Americans were more likely to cause “resistance” 

did not adequately explain the cause of this “resistance” and the ways in which white settlers 

encroached on Native American land and ways of life. Once again, Disney’s history pushed 

Native Americans to the side and instead glorified white settlers.  

As discussed in Chapter One, this depiction parallels the limited inclusion of Native 

Americans in Frontierland; Disney did not completely leave this population out of the country’s 

narrative, but instead depicted them as inconsequential and secondary members on the edge of 

American society. Jacobs continued to overlook indigenous peoples in his version of U.S. 

history. After a brief description of the French and Indian War, Jacobs introduced the idea of 

western expansion, outlining how the British colonists began to search for new land to expand to 

and met increasing resistance from the Native Americans who inhabited these lands. The British 

monarchy tried to stop this expansion out of concern for losing control of its subjects, but also 

“partly out of concern for the Indians, whose aid was needed in the fur trade.”139 Again, Jacobs 
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disregarded Native Americans; they were only of concern for their economic support to the 

British and Jacobs did not mention the ways in which colonial settlements impacted Native 

Americans’ way of life. This limited depiction reveals the narrow and privileged perspective of 

Disney’s version of United States history. 

Similar to the prevalence of the frontier in Disneyland in 1955, the frontier played a 

prominent role in Disney’s story of history in America on Parade, both in the book as well as the 

parade. Themes of American individualism, American exceptionalism, and manifest destiny 

appeared repeatedly as Disney told an incomplete and exclusive history of early white 

colonists.140 American exceptionalism featured prominently: “from the start, the thirteen 

American colonies had been an unusual historical phenomenon.”141 Additionally, Disney focused 

heavily on the ideas of manifest destiny and individualism in its Bicentennial celebrations. 

Jacobs called Lewis and Clark national heroes for their work exploring the continent all the way 

to the Pacific coast. Davy Crockett was also considered a hero for his defense of the Alamo, and 

protection of land that Americans had claimed right to for the purpose of establishing another 

slave state. Jacobs put these explorers and defenders on pedestals of honor, with no regard to the 

people who used these lands before the white settlers declared their manifest destiny over the 

continent. Within the parade itself, floats featured wagons transporting settlers across the nation 

and early Americans hurrying to the gold rush in California. America on Parade contributed to 

the glorification of the frontier, and the idea of American exceptionalism in Disney’s version of 

history. Coming at a time when public trust in the government was at an all-time low and a 

number of Americans were growing disillusioned with the state of the country, emphasizing 
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what made Americans exceptional was a prevalent idea throughout both Disney’s Bicentennial 

celebrations as well as other celebrations for the Bicentennial across the nation.  

In order to uplift the American people and highlight their exceptionalism, Disney’s 

narrative overlooked the less ideal parts of the past, including the country’s treatment of 

minorities, to instead emphasize values such as the right to liberty and American individualism. 

“The Making of a Nation” focused on approximately the first hundred years of the United States 

of America, quickly summarizing the Revolutionary War in a single paragraph and then 

describing the early days of the States. In contrast to the way in which Native American 

resistance was described, America on Parade glorified the colonies’ resistance to England. 

Whereas Disney portrayed Native Americans’ resistance as an adverse reaction to the natural 

expansion of settlers, the colonies’ resistance upheld intellectual values of liberty and freedom. 

Writing in 1975, Jacobs brushed past Native Americans’ protest at foreigners taking over their 

land, and instead vindicated the right of the colonies to take similar action protesting against the 

British monarchy claiming right to their land. This difference in portrayal reveals the way in 

which Disney’s narrative of American history in the time of the Bicentennial upheld the 

exceptionalism of white Americans and discounted the experiences and contributions of non-

white populations in the country’s history.  

Much in the same way that Native Americans were left out of Disney’s history, Jacobs 

largely avoided the history of African Americans. In the discussion of the Civil War, Jacobs 

briefly mentioned slavery as one of the leading causes of the war: “while historians still differ as 

to what brought about the Civil War, it is clear that slavery was one of its primary causes.”142 

However, America on Parade did not go beyond this simple statement to address the fact that the 
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enslavement of millions of Africans and their descendants was blatantly wrong. In fact, the entire 

section on the Civil War only mentions the word “slavery” twice and this word is not even 

included in the index of the book while terms like “Scandinavian immigration” are.  

According to Jacobs, the northern victory in the Civil War “gave Americans a legacy of 

union and freedom… and gave the world the glory of Abraham Lincoln.”143 Rather than mention 

the end of slavery, Jacobs described the glory of Abraham Lincoln, who has an entire exhibit in 

both Disney theme parks just to himself. Instead of the Civil War being fought to end slavery, 

Disney presented the Civil War as a noble attempt to keep Americans united as one nation and 

people. While this was indeed one of the motives behind the Civil War, the lack of discussion on 

the institution of slavery is a glaring gap in Disney’s depiction of American history. This 

omission reveals the ways in which Disney sought to present the history of the country in an 

ideal fashion that evaded the darker sides of the American past and instead presented a united 

nation void of faults. National unity was a defining characteristic of Disney’s history: “the nation 

was not only whole, it was one. The American people – well, they were one, too. Like the 

country’s motto, e pluribus unum, the people were one out of many. Very many.”144 With no 

mention of African Americans, Native Americans, and other minority populations, this quotation 

was an exaggerated claim in stating that the American people were “united as one.” Yet perhaps 

this is exactly what Disney intended; the lack of minority discussion parallels the lack of 

minority inclusion in this sense of “oneness” that Disney sought to portray.  

 However, Disney did not completely eradicate minority discussion from its storyline. 

After describing various other immigrant groups such as the Irish, Germans, Scandinavians, 

Chinese, and Latin Americans for twenty-nine pages, Jacobs included three pages describing 
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Black Americans, making the important point that Black Americans played a very different role 

in the formation of American society than any other immigrant group. Jacobs emphasized what 

Black Americans gave to American society, such as the birth of jazz music and “slang that 

became national jargon,”145 rather than describing the darker side to Black Americans’ 

relationship with the United States. According to America on Parade, Black Americans 

influenced numerous decisions concerning the development of the country, such as “the debates 

of the Constitution framers,” “the Missouri Compromise,” and “the admission of virtually all 

new states after the first thirteen.”146 What is not mentioned is the way that African Americans 

played this role, either as a form of property in their slavery or as free citizens contributing to the 

nation’s development. In all of these moments Jacobs listed of Black American influence on 

history, this influence was not the result of Black Americans’ freedom but of their enslavement. 

Just as America on Parade avoided discussing the mistreatment of indigenous peoples, Disney 

did not address slavery directly even during a discussion of the “black American experience.”147 

 Later in the book, Jacobs again addressed the Black American experience, recognizing 

the unique experience of Black Americans and how different their lives had been compared to 

white Americans in 1976. Noting that the extent of this Black experience was only recently 

realized in 1976, Jacobs focused on inclusion as a clean way to move past this blemish on the 

exceptionalism of the American past. He wrote, “as we approach the two-hundredth birthday of 

our country, we have begun to assimilate the black experience into our national character… 

through understanding that we are all Americans, and that whatever one hyphenated group has 

experienced, we have all experienced.”148 The statement that white Americans “have 
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experienced” what Black Americans have experienced is a clear lie, and undermines the severity 

of the racism, segregation, prejudice, and suffering experienced by Black Americans. Yet, this 

example serves to illuminate how Disney sought to polish the past to fit its own ideals of 

American unity, exceptionalism, and opportunity. In the time of the Bicentennial, Disney was 

uniquely fitted to offer this clean version of the American past in hopes of restoring faith in a 

shaken nation.  

 Writing just over ten years after Martin Luther King Jr. delivered his “I Have a Dream 

Speech,” Jacobs termed civil rights as “the cause that lasted a century.”149 The use of the past 

tense in this quotation indicates the notion that civil rights was a cause that ended, and that race-

related conflicts were over in 1975. However, racial tension was still palpable during the 

Bicentennial in issues over affirmative action and busing. The erasure of any notion of unrest is 

no surprise considering the overall hopes of the Bicentennial to heal a divided nation after the 

social turbulence of the 1960s and early 1970s. Just as the federal government hoped to redirect 

national focus to ideas of liberty, freedom, wholeness, and exceptionalism, Disney hoped to 

direct attention to ideas of the American Dream as well as American exceptionalism and 

manifest destiny, as these were concepts important to Walt Disney himself. By presenting civil 

rights as a problem that had been solved, Disney attempted to move past the complicated parts of 

the past and present to paint a clean picture of what it meant to be American.   

Despite the lack of robust discussion of minorities, Disney did attempt to discuss 

diversity in its history of the United States. Yet, Disney’s diversity was limited to diversity in 

ethnicity and not diversity in race. Jacobs spent many pages discussing the diversity amongst 

immigrants from Italy, Ireland, Germany, Sweden, Poland and other European nations, yet spent 
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few pages discussing racial diversity within the United States. Nevertheless, as an example of the 

exceptionalism of the American people, Jacobs highlighted that American identity was unique in 

the vast mix of people all brought together under common ideals and the promise of a better life. 

Disney described the choice Americans made to come to this “land of promise,” notably leaving 

out the millions of Africans forcibly brought to the United States: 150  

 

 

 

Although the above quotation addresses “the Indians,” this blanket assumption that all 

immigrants made the active choice to come to the United States leaves out a vast majority of 

Americans to whom freedom was not offered. Minorities, including African Americans, Native 

Americans, Asian Americans, and even European immigrants from less respected countries did 

not have the same opportunity to rise as high as they could and achieve the American Dream. 

Yet, the very notion of the American Dream is what Walt Disney believed he experienced in his 

journey from an average boy in Marceline to a world-famous entertainer and successful 

businessman. This ideology permeated Disney’s depiction of American identity and history and 

reveals why the Disney company was less than willing to include evidence against this idea of 

the American Dream, freedom, and a united nation and people.   

 In the final pages of Disney’s history, Jacobs refined the idea of national unity and 

oneness. He concluded with the notion that all Americans, despite the myriad of differences 

between them, are united through democratic heritage. As proof of this acceptance of all types of 

Americans regardless of differences, he cited what kind of people one could see on television in 
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the 1970s, spanning different races, income levels, religions, cultures, political ideologies, and 

family sizes. While it is true that an American in the 1970s could have turned on the TV and seen 

this diversity, there was a divide between what was seen on TV and what was experienced in 

reality. However, in the Disneyfied version of the past, reality was warped to manipulate history 

into an idealized representation of American unity. Disney was eager to cite this oneness through 

diversity in the 1970s, after the civil rights “had ended,” but less willing to include the ways in 

which America was less accepting of diversity in its history. America on Parade lacked thorough 

discussion on issues of slavery, the treatment of indigenous peoples, and overall behavior 

surrounding minorities, yet was quick to claim that Americans were united through their 

differences. Just as Disney had experienced in writing happy endings, the history Disney 

commissioned Jacobs to write did not hesitate to write a happy ending for America, while 

disregarding the substantial obstacles to this ending. 

 Coming at a time of national social unrest, white middle-class Americans had a hunger 

for Disney’s comforting version of the past and its happy ending.151 Disney was well-suited to 

provide reassurance, something people desired by 1976. The Disney theme parks had already 

come to represent an escape from reality, and during the Bicentennial celebrations visitors could 

escape from a troubled present into a romanticized version of the nation’s past. As a cultural 

phenomenon, the Disney theme parks served as physical locations for American collective 

memory to take shape and exist.152 Through this platform, Disney had a powerful voice in 

interpreting America’s national narrative to millions of visitors. “America on Parade” was seen 

by approximately 11.5% of the population of the United States in 1976.153 Yet, this percentage 
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was not proportional to demographics considering that many of Disney’s visitors were white, 

middle-class citizens. In fact, in various home videos recording “America on Parade,” the 

audience was dominated by white individuals and families, with almost no minorities visible in 

the crowds. Paralleling its audience, the dolls and characters in the parade itself were also 

predominately white, with a small representation of Black and Asian dolls.154 The version of the 

past told by Disney was uniquely suited to a white, middle-class population, which may have 

been searching for a return to the post-World War II boom in which white, conservative, and 

“wholesome” values were seemingly widespread prior to the uprooting of this naïve perception 

throughout the 1960s and 1970s.  

 Americans seeking reassurance, whether consciously or subconsciously, could visit the 

Disney theme parks during the Bicentennial era to share a nostalgic historical heritage. In an 

article aptly titled “Culture Shock,” New York Times reporter Dick Schaap described his visit to 

both Colonial Williamsburg and Disney World during the Bicentennial, and the way these two 

sites’ versions of history were blurred together. While Colonial Williamsburg was a clear site of 

historical memory and heritage, the Disney theme parks took on a similar role for Schaap’s 

family in interpreting, and also “distorting” the past. Summarizing Disney’s role in this 

interpretation, Schaap wrote that “George Washington may be the father of this country, but 

Walt Disney is its guardian.”155 Walt Disney assumed this guardian role through his ability to 

create and control cultural capital within the United States, and his theme parks were 

opportunities for him to place his views of history before the public and further his ideas on 
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American culture to hundreds of thousands of people. While Disney’s narrative of history in the 

1970s still embraced a whitewashed and idealistic past, the company began to reapproach this 

version of history by the 1990s, and the next chapter explores this reassessment of the past with 

the case of Disney’s America. 
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Chapter Three: Disney’s America: The Historical Theme Park That Never Was 

 

“To think what the folks who produced “Snow White” and “Fantasia” could do to U.S. history is 

mind-boggling” 156 – Wichita Eagle, 1994 
 

 

 In the early 1990s, the Walt Disney Company attempted to build a new theme park in 

Haymarket, Virginia. With this new project, Disney intended to expand beyond its specialty of 

entertainment and test the educational potential of an entire theme park devoted to United States 

history. Executives chose the name Disney’s America for this new project, conveying the notion 

that this 125-acre park would be a small corner of the country exclusively portraying American 

history through the lens of this international media corporation. Ultimately, the project failed 

after a storm of controversy and backlash made it more work than it was worth for Disney.157  

 Nevertheless, Imagineers, or the engineers responsible for designing the attractions for 

Disney theme parks, spent years developing ideas for this park alongside top-level executives 

from the company. This chapter will examine what sort of history Disney’s America sought to 

tell, and the resulting opposition to this version of history. The proposed plans for the park 

revealed that Disney’s vision of American history was consistent with the fantasies of the theme 

parks, despite the company’s stated attempt to diverge from its previous depictions of the past.158 

Furthermore, upon the release of the plans for the Haymarket theme park, multiple constituencies 

expressed concern with the prospect of Disney as an interpreter of American history. Hundreds 

of historians united against Disney’s America, and the reaction of historians nationwide revealed 
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that the history Disney told by the 1990s was known for fantasy. The threat of mixing this 

fantasy with reality exposed the lack of trust in Disney as an entity to tell a truthful story of the 

past. 

 Beginning in 1990, the Walt Disney Company engaged in a ten-year expansion project, 

embarking on a decade of growth headed by CEO Michael Eisner. From new theme parks in 

Orlando, Florida to international development with Euro Disney to the launch of a Disney cruise 

line, Michael Eisner was determined to expand. Eisner assumed the position of CEO in 1984 and 

remained the top executive of the company until 2005, presiding over a period of revitalization 

and development for the company. Of all the projects during the “Disney Decade,” Eisner felt 

most passionate about Disney’s America.159 Disney planned to build this park only thirty-five 

miles from Washington, DC, taking advantage of tourism to the nation’s capital. Furthermore, 

Washington, DC was already closely associated with ideas of history, full of monuments, 

museums, and archives adding to the city’s historical significance. With the idea of attracting 

high numbers of historically-inclined tourists in mind, Disney secretly secured almost 3,000 

acres in Prince William County, Virginia for the purposes of a historical theme park to be built 

by the end of the decade.160  

 This decade of growth for the Walt Disney Company coincided with the apparent U.S. 

triumph at the end of the Cold War. In November of 1989, the Berlin Wall fell, and by December 

of 1991, the USSR dissolved .161 Francis Fukuyama published The End of History and the Last 

Man in 1992, arguing that “liberal democracy constituted the final form of human 
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government.”162 This global victory positioned the U.S. as the only remaining superpower and 

the “American way” seemed to have triumphed. For the Walt Disney Company, the time seemed 

right to launch a project aimed at telling a celebratory, yet truthful, story of American history. 

Disney intended to tell a version of history that could be considered “serious fun,” 

offering a more accurate and candid look at the American past than Disney had previously 

depicted through its theme parks and entertainment.163 In a press release from the official 

announcement of Disney’s America in Manassas, Virginia, in November of 1993, the Walt 

Disney Company vowed that the park would “allow guests to celebrate the diversity of the 

nation, the plurality and conflicts that have defined the American character."164 For example, 

Disney intended to include the Civil War and slavery, “with all its racial conflict,”165 as part of 

the theme park experience. Rather than avoid difficult and controversial aspects of history, 

Disney intended for the park to be a place for discussion of the history of the United States and 

how that history could inform the future. Not only would the historical theme park be a place for 

children and adults to experience the Disney version of the American past, but it would also be a 

location for debates, forums, scholarly gatherings, and conferences on the “past, present, and 

future.”166 This vision transcended the blissful and care-free image that Disney conveyed to the 

world until this point in the early 1990s.  

In practice, however, this vision was never realized. During the initial public 

announcement on November 11, 1993, top level executives from the company discussed the 

inclusion of slavery in the new park. Bob Weis, Disney Senior Vice President, stated that “this is 
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not a Pollyanna view of America. We want to make you a Civil War soldier. We want to make 

you feel what it was like to be a slave or what it was like to escape through the underground 

railroad.”167 Critics from multiple constituencies objected to this disrespectful line of thinking 

and voiced strong opposition to the park. In the summer 1994 edition of the OAH Newsletter, 

Susan Ariel Aaronson wrote that this “remark was not only insensitive and offensive, it 

conveyed an arrogance that fantasy and past reality are equally replicable.”168 This remark 

reflected that although Disney saw itself fit to tackle the challenge of a more honest telling of 

American history than their previous parks provided, historians were skeptical.  

In response to this concern, Peter Rummell, President of Disney Design and 

Development, told the press that "an intelligent story properly told shouldn't offend anybody." 169 

However, despite the discussion of this topic at the in-person press conference, Disney failed to 

mention slavery in the corresponding written press release announcing the park.170 The omission 

of slavery from the written announcement of the park and discussion of it only in response to 

reporters’ questions shows that Disney still did not treat slavery with the gravity and respect it 

deserved, and, when possible, distanced itself from this part of history entirely. 

In a 1993 interview with Larry King, Eisner expanded on the new direction that the 

company was taking with Disney’s America towards a truthful portrayal of the United States’ 

past. In response to the widespread concern that Disney would not accurately depict American 

history, Eisner said, “we’re not gonna hide from conflict… slavery, Vietnam, Civil War, racial 

tension, immigration, it’s all part of the American story. It’s also what makes us strong.”171 This 
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quotation reveals that although Disney intended to include the darker sides of United States 

history, Eisner, and the company, were still was Disneyfying American history. By including the 

sentiment that wars, discrimination, and death contribute to the “strength” of the American 

people, Disney was brushing past these difficult parts of history to still tell a similar story to the 

whitewashed version that the company had projected up until this point in time.  

In order to describe various times and themes in American history, Disney’s America 

would be divided into nine different sections, much like the original Disneyland in Anaheim had 

been divided into four lands as described in Chapter One. Included among these nine lands were 

an “Indian” settlement, a Civil War era village with battle reenactments, and an Ellis Island-

themed section to portray the immigrant experience in the United States. However, Disney did 

not share information regarding the different sections of the park with the general public. Instead, 

Disney only passed out brochures describing its tentative plans to local residents of Prince 

William County in the hopes of increasing support for the project. According to this 1993 

brochure titled Celebrating America’s Diversity, Spirit and Innovation, each land would be 

dedicated to a different period and theme in American history. Considering that the name of this 

brochure included “diversity” as a key element celebrated in American history, one would expect 

the description within to highlight how the different lands depicted this diversity. 

 Yet, these tentative plans within the brochure only reveal the company’s continued 

hesitation to associate itself with the diversity of the American people.  For example, the 

brochure did not suggest that the section dedicated to Native Americans would represent the 

many different nations and their unique languages and customs. Also telling is Disney’s choice 

to convey the story of immigration in America through Ellis Island, the main entry point for 

European immigrants, rather than Angel Island, which served as the main entry point for Asian 
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immigrants, or the southern border, with its many Latinx immigrants. The following section of 

this chapter will assess the history told through these plans in Celebrating America’s Diversity, 

Spirit and Innovation, before analyzing the opposition to this proposed version of history. 

According to plans, visitors to Disney’s America would first encounter Crossroads USA, 

a shopping and commercial hub from the mid-19th century. In this section, a visitor could “live 

the American dream,”172 conveying the idea that Disney considered the American Dream to 

mean leisure time due to financial success. This description for Crossroads USA perpetuated the 

faulty notion that the American Dream meant rising through the ranks of society to have enough 

time and money for such leisure and commerce as could be found in this section dedicated to 

spending money. Crossroads USA also serves as a stark reminder that Disney’s main goal for the 

park was profit, not education.173  

Adjacent to Crossroads USA would have been President’s Square. This section would 

reimagine the early days of the nation up until 1800, focusing on colonial times and the 

Revolutionary War. As is typical of Disney’s storytelling, the founding fathers would have been 

portrayed as Revolutionary heroes who fought for life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness for 

all.174 Within the brochure, Disney did not indicate a recognition of the shortcomings of the 

nation’s fathers, such as their inclusion of the overly racist three fifths clause in the Constitution. 

Rather, the country’s founders would be portrayed as heroes and patriots. 

As a guest moved further into the theme park, he or she would have encountered the land 

titled Native America, dedicated to the experience of Native Americans in the United States. The 
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promotional brochure failed to mention the terrible treatment these groups endured at the hands 

of European colonizers. Instead, the territory would focus on celebrating the achievements of 

Native Americans.175 Although a step in the right direction, this celebratory depiction reveals 

that Disney was still hesitant to portray the subjugation and systematic removal of Native 

Americans from the United States. Similarly, to the way Disney discussed the inclusion of 

slavery, this description for Native America reveals the ongoing hesitation of the company to 

associate itself too closely with the darker side of American history.  

Following Native America, guests would enter the section, Civil War Fort, dedicated to 

honoring the history of the Civil War.176 This section would include battle reenactments and 

experiences intended to immerse the guest completely in the war and “the reality of a soldier’s 

daily life.”177 Just as in the initial press release for Disney’s America, the description for the 

section in the promotional brochure failed to include any mention of slavery despite the Civil 

War being fought over this matter. The persistent disregard for slavery in printed materials 

demonstrated Disney’s continued to efforts minimize and disregard the severity of slavery in 

United States history.178  

The next land would have been dedicated to Disney’s conception of diversity in the form 

of an Ellis Island replica, titled We the People. The use of Ellis Island as the model for this land 

conveys a limited and whitewashed definition of diversity that would be included in this territory 

dedicated to the immigrant experience. Ellis Island predominately served European immigrants 

and did not welcome Hispanic or Asian immigrants. Disney missed an opportunity to tell a more 

complete and honest story of American immigration by failing to include the many Latinx 
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immigrants who entered the United States at the southern border and the many Asian immigrants 

who entered through Angel Island. Additionally, Ellis Island only served as an immigration 

station for a relatively brief portion of United States history. This period does not include the 

years in which thousands of unwilling Africans were brought to North America on slave ships 

against their will. We the People would have only covered the period from 1870-1930 and the 

predominantly white group of immigrants, overlooking other periods of United States history 

and the many other racial groups who emigrated to the United States and became part of our 

history.   

Furthermore, Disney’s focus specifically on this period between 1870 and 1930 ignored 

the anti-immigration sentiment present during this time. The American Protective Association, 

an anti-Catholic organization advocating for restrictions on immigration, as well as the 

Immigration Restriction League, which viewed immigrants from southern and eastern Europe as 

inferior, both propounded anti-immigration sentiment during the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. Furthermore, the biased and discriminatory quotas of the Johnson-Reed Act 

of 1924 limited the number of immigrants from “less desirable” countries in southern and eastern 

Europe, as well as completely left out Asian immigrants from its quotas.179 Disney overlooked 

the prejudice and discrimination present during this period that they chose to uphold as the 

height of the immigrant experience and diversity within the United States. Although many 

immigrants did enter the nation during this time, this period also saw a push towards the 

supremacy of white, Anglo-Saxon Americans, a trend in line with the type of history put forth by 

the Walt Disney Company. Nevertheless, the promotional brochure on Disney’s America did 

attempt to be inclusive of the full immigrant experience in the United States. Disney wrote that 
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this section would “recognize the triumph of our immigrant heritage - from the earliest native 

settlers to the latest political refugees.”180 Yet, the title and time period planned for this land 

clearly conveyed a less inclusive portion of “the triumph of immigrant heritage.”181 

The remaining four lands would have focused mainly on the early twentieth century until 

approximately 1945. Rather than explore specific times or peoples in history, these lands were 

dedicated to larger themes that Disney deemed important. These sections would have been titled 

Enterprise, Victory Field, State Fair, and Family Farm. Enterprise would have focused on 

industrial America, celebrating the innovation and technological prowess of the American 

people. This section would focus on the “can-do” spirit of the country, evoking the flawed notion 

of the American Dream in which hard work will always lead to success, regardless of race, class, 

or gender. Enterprise would highlight the triumph of industrial America between 1870 and 1930, 

yet the plans made no mention of the exploitation of immigrant and child labor that allowed for 

American industry to thrive between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Once again, Disney 

adhered to a celebratory and nostalgic depiction of the past, despite the stated goal at the initial 

press conference to make the history told through the park “real” and “authentic.”182 

Next to Enterprise, another territory was dedicated to the victory of American soldiers in 

combat, aptly titled Victory Field. Specifically focusing on 1930-1945, this territory would allow 

guests to explore technology used during the Second World War. As in many of the lands 

previously described, this section narrowly avoided controversial subjects, such as how a great 

deal of the technology used in war is for the purposes of killing. Furthermore, the description for 
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Victory Field focuses on air combat specifically. This seems ironic considering that the United 

States utilized air combat to drop two atomic bombs on civilian cities in Japan during the period 

covered by this section.183 Yet, descriptions included no mention of this technological 

advancement that served as a turning point in the war. Yet again, Disney’s version of United 

States history glorified combat while ignoring the darker sides that come with war and conflict.  

Although Enterprise and Victory Field focused on periods encompassing the time of the 

Great Depression and the New Deal, Disney made no mention of these occurrences in American 

society. Even though Walt Disney was not alive at the time of Disney’s America, the omission of 

the New Deal aligns with his conservative outlook that defined his view of history and 

perspective on American ideals. Walt was staunchly opposed to unions and strikes during his 

lifetime, and, unsurprisingly, the section focusing on industrial America left out any mention of 

these more liberal occurrences.184 Just as in the other sections previously described, the focus on 

Disney’s depiction of history remains on simpler themes of American exceptionalism and 

achievement, rather than taking the opportunity to explore the more complicated stories of 

America’s national narrative. At the November 1993 press conference, Bob Weis stated, "we are 

hoping to really be a little controversial and not be quite as nice and sweet as we may have been 

in the past."185 Yet, the promotional brochure released not long after this press conference 

demonstrated Disney’s inability to take this opportunity to “be a little controversial” and change 

its celebratory and naive narrative of the past. 

This celebratory history is especially present in the final two sections of Disney’s 

America which transition from industry and war to a depiction of rural country life in the United 
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States. These two sections would have been titled State Fair and Family Farm, and both would 

have focused on the period of 1930-1945, during which segregation and Jim Crow laws ruled 

large parts of the country. State Fair would have been dedicated to small-town America, similar 

to Walt Disney’s experience growing up on a farm in Marceline, Missouri. This section would 

evoke ideas of nostalgia for simpler times through the idea of a countryside state fair, with rides, 

foods, and games that one would find at such a festival. This section would also celebrate 

baseball as “the country’s favorite pastime.”186 Major League Baseball was a whites-only sport 

until 1947, yet State Fair only covered a period of time until 1945.187 Rather than expand the 

time span covered by this section to include the period that allowed non-white players in Major 

League Baseball, Disney focused on a time and activity only available to white Americans. 

Furthermore, the planning materials made no mention of leagues like the American Negro 

League and the Negro National League. This lack of inclusion stood in contrast to the stated 

vision of the park to “celebrate the diversity of America.”188 

The other section focusing on 1930-1945 rural American life was Family Farm. This 

section would have been dedicated to the agricultural side of the nation, with attractions focusing 

on how to grow crops and raise animals, as well as the cultural elements associated with rural 

America such as “barn dances”189 and homemade ice cream. While largely innocent on a surface 

level, this section made no mention of including the exploitation of Black Americans through the 

system of sharecropping. Sharecropping emerged out of the Civil War and remained part of the 

South’s economic system until the 1950s, and certainly was a feature of American farm life 
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during the period covered by Family Farm.190 Both State Fair and Family Farm celebrated white 

American culture while excluding non-white populations from this narrative. Despite stating that 

the new park would “be different from anything built previously”191 in not hiding from the less 

ideal parts of the past, examining these lands reveals Disney’s ongoing hesitation in addressing 

the difficult truths of the past.192   

By 1994, Disney’s plans had evolved from the original 1993 press release and 

promotional brochure. Rather than focus on distinct periods in history, as described in 

Celebrating America’s Diversity, Spirit and Innovation, the new plans for Disney’s America 

focused on even larger themes in the past. Michael Eisner publicized these changes in an op-ed 

for the Washington Post in June of 1994. Many of the new themes unveiled by Eisner upheld a 

fictional view of the American Dream. Although these themes were “patriotic” in the sense of 

depicting a proud and triumphant history, they reinforced the idea of an American meritocracy in 

which any citizen could pull themself up by their bootstraps to succeed in the face of challenge. 

For example, Eisner stressed themes such as the “history of rising to challenges,” “our faith in 

the promise of the future,” and “our belief that ordinary people can accomplish extraordinary 

things.”193 These three themes conveyed the flawed idea of the American Dream, assuming that 

any American could rise to challenges, have hope in the future, and accomplish extraordinary 

things, regardless of their race, class, or ethnicity. These themes ignore the substantial obstacles 

faced by non-white individuals in achieving the so-called American Dream.194 
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Furthermore, Eisner emphasized “resistance to injustice” as a theme, looking past the 

extensive period of history in which this country tolerated the institution of slavery, one of the 

greatest injustices of all time. Another theme discussed was “the quest for tolerance and 

inclusion,”195 again overlooking the significant history of intolerance and discrimination in the 

United States. Disney’s new approach to the themes depicted through the park certainly 

emphasized pride in the nation and attempted to celebrate American history, yet also reveal 

Disney’s privileged perspective on the past. Although Disney intended to be inclusive of the 

plurality of the American public, the company still upheld a similar naïve version of the past that 

defined the company’s relationship with American history since the time of Walt Disney 

himself.196 By June of 1994, Disney made clear from its initial press release, promotional 

brochure, and updated plans announced by Eisner in the Washington Post that Disney’s America 

was focused on celebrating American history. Yet, this historical endeavor aimed at only 

celebrating the past inevitably could not engage in a complete interpretation of that history. 

Although the stated vision of the park intended for guests to experience “diversity, plurality, and 

conflicts,” plans for Disney’s America reveal that Disney fell back on its familiar strategy of 

celebrating the nostalgia of white America rather than plurality, diversity, and conflict. 

Disney knew that its stated approach to history in the Haymarket theme park was outside 

of its traditional area of specialty. Peter Rummell made this belief known in the initial press 

release in November 1993, stating that, “the new park will differentiate itself from all others in 

both subject matter and presentation.”197 At the same time, Disney had been taking preliminary 

steps to address problematic depictions of history in its existent theme parks. By the 1990s 
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Disney began to recognize some of its mistakes and worked to address them. Prior to plans for 

Disney’s America, Imagineers modernized the famous attraction, the “Hall of Presidents” in 

Walt Disney World to update its historical narrative. “Hall of Presidents” featured audio-

animatronic robots of the presidents of the United States, all of which delivered various speeches 

to an audience of park guests. Disney enlisted the help of Columbia University historian, Eric 

Foner, to rewrite Abraham Lincoln’s script, which previously left out slavery and race. In the 

revision of this attraction, Disney recognized the racism of the founding fathers, referring to their 

ideas as “an unfinished agenda which challenges each generation of Americans.”198  

Disney’s new attempt at a more complete depiction of history was well-received by a 

group of historians, academics, and experts who visited Disney World during the summer of 

1994.199 Bob Weis the same executive who made the problematic statements about slavery at the 

press conference, assembled this group of approximately thirty historians to hear the input of 

experts. Notable members included Robert Wilburn, the president of Colonial Williamsburg; 

Reverend Leo O’Donovan, president of Georgetown University; and James Billington, the 

Librarian of Congress. 200  While this group of experts expressed some concern at a handful of 

Disney’s attractions depicting history in Disney World, they were “impressed and even 

moved”201 by the “Hall of Presidents.” With this successful update to the “Hall of Presidents,” 

Disney believed it was ready to continue its modernization of the past and move beyond the 

idealistic version of history that had defined the Disney experience up until this point.202  
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Considering the response of this group of experts to the “Hall of Presidents,” Disney 

presumed that it had received positive affirmation of its ability to describe history and took this 

as a greenlight for a full-fledged park dedicated to the history of the United States. Yet, the “Hall 

of Presidents” received this positive response due to Disney’s consultation with an outside 

expert, Eric Foner, to accurately depict history. With this in mind, Disney knew it needed 

additional support for developing this new theme park and enlisted the help of historians and 

professors in an attempt to accurately express United States history. Eric Foner, who also was the 

president of the Organization of American Historians (OAH) at the time, worked with the 

company again, along with James Oliver Horton,203 a leading African American history 

professor for consultation on the topic of slavery.204 Disney also solicited the advice of the 

Association for the Preservation of the Civil War through a donation of $100,000 to them.205 On 

one hand, Disney was learning from its mistakes and looking to use its strength as an 

entertainment company to merge into historical education with the “authentic” telling of history 

in a new theme park. On the other hand, the company failed to recognize that it still had a long 

way to go in moving past a whitewashed ideology to genuinely offer a candid and inclusive look 

at the past through an entire theme park.206   

Scholars like Horton and Foner believed in the power of such an entertainment company 

to offer a new way to convey history to the public. Horton reasoned in the Summer 1994 edition 

of the OAH Newsletter that “if Disney is going to do history, and they almost certainly will, 
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somewhere, why not encourage them to use their considerable technology to do it well?”207 

Horton and Foner agreed to advise Disney on how to accurately portray history in this new 

theme park because they believed that “historians should be there when Disney or anyone else 

practices history. It our responsibility to educate, to advise, to call foul when needed but never to 

abandon our craft.”208 UCLA professors Joyce Appleby and Gary Nash also served as advisors 

on the theme park, and together with Horton and Foner, these experts represented the coalition of 

historians who were willing to contribute their expertise to Disney’s plans to help prevent an 

inaccurate depiction of history.209 After interviewing all four of these historians, Susan Aaronson 

wrote that they “feared a sanitized, pretty, entertaining presentation of the American 

experience,”210 and this led to their willingness to advise Disney on the project. Rather than 

oppose Disney meddling with history, these historians recognized the authority of the company 

in contributing to popular perceptions of the past and felt a responsibility to contribute their 

expertise.  

Yet historians willing to participate, like Horton and Foner, were difficult to come by, 

and scholarly opposition soon rained down on the Walt Disney Company despite its hopes for a 

new relationship with history.211 Many historians could not overlook Disney’s previous portrayal 

of the past through its various theme parks, stories, and multimedia, despite the company’s more 

recent attempt to update this narrative in the 1990s. In addition, by naming the park “Disney’s 

America,” Disney implied that they had a right to the nation’s history and the telling of this 
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story, adding to the growing list of criticisms against the new project.212 Furthermore, the 

adjective Disneyfied had already become a way to refer to a particularly whitewashed, idealistic 

representation of the past, and Disney was fighting an uphill battle against this previous 

perception in regard to the way history was portrayed by the company.213  

Historians mainly focused on two sometimes overlapping reasons for opposing the theme 

park. First, they believed that the location of the theme park was too close to Manassas 

battlefield and other nearby historical sites. The second reason was that the Walt Disney 

Company was not suited to depict American history. This latter reason was the most prevalent 

concern among historians from both the Organization of American Historians as well as the 

American Historical Association. In Perspectives on History, Linda Shopes presented a concern 

that Disney could not depict a history that was “thoughtful and challenging,”214 and similarly 

Cindy Aron posed the question of “who has the right to interpret the past?”215 Other historians 

worried that the company’s interest in profit would negatively impact the version of history 

Disney told, citing Disney’s track record of commercializing the past for monetary gain.216 Susan 

Aaronson noted that “many baby boomers first learned history from films like Johnny Tremain 

and Davy Crockett, King of the Wild Frontier.” Another professor of history, Ronald Walters, 

referenced Davy Crockett in his opposition to the theme park, noting the company’s record of 

“Disney realism”217 in films such as Davy Crockett as well as representations of the past in 

Disneyland and Walt Disney World. Considering Disney’s presentation of history in Davy 
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Crockett, as analyzed in Chapter One, the prospect of receiving history lessons from films such 

as these was concerning to historians. Aaronson and Walters both expressed hope that similar 

history lessons could be avoided if Disney abandoned plans for its new theme park, where 

countless individuals would have absorbed Disneyfied themes and ideas if the park had come to 

fruition.  

Although many historians expressed concern at the way Disney would tell American 

history, a sizable portion of historians cited the proposed location of the park as the key concern 

surrounding Disney’s America. James M. McPherson, a Princeton University professor, led this 

charge and formed Protect Historic America (PHA) in response to plans for Disney’s America.  

Established in May of 1994, PHA’s goal was to “inform Americans about the grave threat 

Disney’s America poses to scores of historical sites in northern Virginia where this nation’s 

destiny was shaped.”218 PHA was concerned over the possible endangerment of thirteen historic 

towns, sixteen Civil War battlefields, and seventeen historic districts, all within about an hour of 

the Disney project. This group, composed of hundreds of historians, argued that Disney’s 

America was a threat to these historic sites, and so they launched a nationwide campaign against 

Disney, uniting historians from all over the nation to rally against Disney and the “threat to the 

country’s heritage.”219 Chief among their concerns was the proximity of the theme park to a Civil 

War battle site at Manassas.  
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Figure 2: Disney's America in relation to Manassas and Washington, DC  

Source: Dave Cook, “Map of Disney’s America Site Location,” 1994, included in Benjamin Forgey, “Disneyopolis? This Is Tysons 
Corner. Take a Good Look, Prince William County,” Washington Post, May 7, 1994.  

 

Some of these historians opposed to the location of Disney’s America were not opposed 

to the idea of the theme park itself. Richard Moe, president of the National Trust for Historic 

Preservation, shared PHA’s concerns regarding the location of the park, but suggested other sites 

in northern Virginia for Disney to continue with its plans. Neither Moe nor McPherson openly 

opposed Disney’s specific depiction of history, and McPherson even addressed Disney’s right to 

“present and interpret history”220 just as long as it was anywhere other than near a protected and 

preserved historical site. These arguments based on location were rife with emotional 

undertones. Ronald Walters reflected on this aspect of the criticism, noting its power in “evoking 

the sacredness of soil consecrated in blood”221 to elicit an emotional response and lead to 

opposition against Disney’s America. Yet, James Horton expressed concern at McPherson’s and 

PHA’s main argument being limited to only the location of the park. He urged historians to also 
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voice concern over the type of history that would be told in the park, considering Disney’s 

previous depictions of the past. 

Many historians expressed a mix of both reasons in their opposition to Disney’s 

America.222 Historians nationwide worried that Disney would warp the truth of the nation’s past, 

calling out the company for its “established record of sanitizing the American past.”223 In 1994, 

David McCullough, the president of the Society of American Historians, called Disney’s plans a 

“blitzkrieg and a sacrilege,” 224 reflecting the views expressed by multiple other historians 

writing against the proposed theme park.225 While Disney assumed that a “theme park based on 

American history seemed like a natural extension of the company’s focus on children and 

education,” historians did not see the entertainment giant as an educational force working for the 

greater public interest.226  

Protect Historic America knew that in order to further validate its case against such a 

large corporation, it needed support beyond its own members. PHA worked to create national 

media coverage against Disney’s America. This coverage was later collected together by PHA 

and gathered into a book aptly titled Reaching the People: News media coverage of the 

controversy over the siting of “Disney’s America.” Opposition to Disney’s America certainly did 

reach the people, and the following section of this chapter will further analyze this opposition 

found in newspaper stories, op-eds, and magazine articles to glean insight on the type of history 

told by the Walt Disney Company. 
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Many major media outlets from across the nation took a stand against Disney’s America, 

portraying the entire corporation as an enemy to history.227  The New York Times called Disney’s 

America a “crime against the national heritage…for the desecration of historic ground.”228 This 

quotation demonstrates the widespread perspective, also maintained amongst the historians of 

PHA, that the location of the park was the largest problem. Here, the opposition was not 

necessarily against Disney itself, but against the industrial development that would destroy the 

lands around the theme park that many agreed should be considered “national treasure.”229  

 Other articles argued that Disney itself was unqualified to interpret U.S. history, 

referencing location as a secondary argument against the park. These critics worried that Disney 

would not be able to handle difficult subjects in American history with the typical Disney tools 

such as rides, shows, toys, and Animatronic figures.230  Many articles assumed that the new park 

would employ the same typical Disney attractions found in other parks, even including “fairy 

tale castles.”231 Disney attempted to counter such criticisms by stating that it intended for the 

park to provide “serious fun” that would deal with difficult subjects of the past instead of 

promoting fairy tale stories. Yet many editorials featured in Reaching the People questioned 

whether “serious fun” was the appropriate lens through which to explore such topics as slavery 

and war. Regardless of Disney’s stated intentions, many people were unable to look past the way 

the company had previously portrayed the American past as a sort of fairy tale story full of a 

nostalgic, romanticized, and whitewashed version of history. So widespread was the belief in 

Disney’s flawed and whitewashed version of the past that many media outlets as well as 
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historians simply did not believe Disney when the company said it recognized its previous 

mistakes and wanted to offer a more realistic look into history.232 Thus, while acknowledging 

that Disney’s stated plans for the new park were not an effort to recreate a fairy tale, the 

Christian Science Monitor nonetheless called Disney’s plans “troubling,”233 taking the company 

to task for stepping outside its territory of family entertainment into education.   

Critics who doubted Disney’s abilities recognized that American history is littered with 

complex and difficult issues to unpack and found flaws in an entertainment company dealing 

with issues such as slavery and civil rights. This doubt was not only due to Disney’s position as 

an entertainment company, but their reputation for “homogenizing, pasteurizing, and some 

would say trivializing history on film and television for decades.”234 This view reflected the 

belief that Disney told a whitewashed and sterile history through both the existing parks as well 

as through the multimedia produced by the Disney brand. As hard as he tried, Eisner could not 

overcome the power of Disney’s own brand. Eisner insisted that Disney had “no interest in 

telling a sanitized or sugarcoated story.”235 Yet, critics were not willing to believe this from a 

company so connected in the public mind with “Imagineering,” revealing the deep-rooted belief 

that the Disney version of history was a whitewashed and fake story, similar to the fairy tales that 

the company remains famous for.   

The notion of fairy tales was a reoccurring theme in the critiques of Disney’s depiction of 

history. The Atlanta Journal-Constitution warned against Disney expanding beyond its expertise 
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in amusement parks and children’s stories to the much more sensitive and fragile topic of 

national heritage. In an editorial titled, “Mickey Mouse Has Met His Match,” the Atlanta 

Journal-Constitution asserted that “Disney means entertainment and diversion; it means fairy 

tales bleached of any dark undertones and sanitized of any controversy.”236 This quotation 

suggests that Disney had distorted the truth of the American past to create a clean version devoid 

of pain and suffering, and that the company would continue to do so in a new park despite stated 

intentions to do the opposite. 

Other editorials from news outlets across the nation expressed a similar sentiment as the 

Atlanta Journal-Constitution, recognizing Disney as a massive cultural force with the power to 

influence perceptions of the past among children as well as adults.237 As a well-known and 

respected entertainment company, Disney would undoubtedly draw thousands upon thousands of 

visitors to its new park. This scope would have made it possible for Disney’s new park to expose 

many visitors to its particular view of history. Furthermore, the people who would visit the park 

would already be in search of a historical visit and primed to absorb a history lesson from 

Disney’s America. Generally, tourists to the nation’s capital seek out history and heritage by 

visiting many of the monuments, museums, archives, and sites of historical importance found in 

Washington, DC. The location of the park only a short drive from the city would ensure that 

visitors to the nation’s capital would incorporate a day trip to another “site of history” on their 

vacation to Washington, DC.  
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Critics feared that the park’s nearby location would place Disney’s America in the same 

category of experience as visiting the Lincoln Memorial, war memorials, Mount Vernon, or 

Smithsonian museums. Many of these places serve as both historical sites as well as locations to 

share a patriotic heritage. Some news outlets were already describing the proposed park on this 

same level as these major historical attractions in DC.238 Several news accounts echoed this fear 

that the type of guests to the park would already be in a mindset to learn history lessons.239 

Further complicating the issue was the fact that Disney would charge a high admission fee while 

the public sites of history in the nation’s capital are free. Some pointed out that the admissions 

charge would ensure that Disney’s vision of history cater to a specific subset of the population 

that could afford it, further influencing and reinforcing privileged views of American history.240  

Hundreds of additional articles from national, regional, and local newspapers expressed concerns 

towards the idea of Disney’s America. The terms “fake,” “trivial,” and “synthetic” continuously 

appeared throughout these articles, demonstrating the critics’ belief that Disney’s version of 

history is ultimately fantasy, much like the rest of their output.241  

Additionally, critics broadly expressed a fear that the new park would be characterized by 

Disney’s ability to manipulate the feeling of nostalgia for the purposes of entertainment. In many 

of the lands in Walt Disney World and Disneyland, nostalgia was used to evoke ideas of 

sentimentality and a romanticized version of the past. Whether that was through stories of 

princesses finding their princes in some medieval fairytale castle or through the adventurous 

depiction of pirates in the Caribbean during the eighteenth century, Disney had ample experience 
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in exploiting history to evoke the notion of nostalgia. By the 1990s, Disney had mastered the 

ability to sentimentalize the past, and it used this nostalgia to target a specific population who 

craved the comfort these ideas offered. In numerous articles attacking Disney, critics identified 

this population as “clean-cut college kids with straight, white teeth.”242 In other words, Disney’s 

romanticized stories appealed to privileged, white Americans. An entire theme park that would 

promote a version of history specifically for this audience was of great concern to historians who 

spent their entire lives working to undo inaccurate notions of the past brought about by similarly 

sentimentalized versions of history taught in textbooks or depicted in films, books, and 

reenactments.243  

 Disney’s America was not necessarily unique in its idea to create an entertaining way to 

depict history. Other historical parks existed, such as Colonial Williamsburg also located in 

Virginia. Furthermore, history and fiction have been a pair for decades in Hollywood stories and 

films, and beyond that for centuries in novels, plays, and poems blending history with 

imagination. For some, this blend of the past with fantasy can serve as the entrance into the 

world of history and can bring the study of the past to those who otherwise would bore during a 

history lesson in a classroom. Yet, a great number of people found specific fault with the Walt 

Disney Company in particular, demonstrating how widespread and ingrained the understanding 

of the type of history told by Disney was. This understanding resulted in enough people 

vocalizing their desire for Disney to stay out of history, and ultimately put an end to the theme 

park plans in Haymarket, Virginia. 

Beyond the opposition of historians and the media, Disney’s America faced resistance 

from two other constituencies. Wealthy local landowners and environmental activists posed 
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additional problems for Disney’s plans in Haymarket. For the local residents surrounding the 

Virginia land, the idea of a theme park near their homes was unacceptable. Much of the area 

surrounding the Disney plot was farmland and wide-open expanses of rolling hills and 

countryside, containing the secluded estates of the nation’s rich and powerful. Many influential 

individuals in Washington, DC maintained expansive private residences near the plot of land 

acquired by Disney. Not only were these well-off local residents wary of disrupting the idyllic 

countryside that gave their property value, but these residents had the resources and connections 

to launch a substantial fight to protect this land from development. Above all, these residents 

cared most about maintaining their community as it was, and they backed any cause that would 

help this case.244  

Even before Disney’s plans for Prince William County became known, the well-off 

residents had been working to keep industry and development out of the region. This group had 

existed since 1972 as the Piedmont Environmental Council and had experience in preventing 

industrial development from entering Virginia’s Piedmont county.245 Rather than actually oppose 

what Disney would do in the park, wealthy local residents simply did not want aggressive 

industrial development happening in their backyards. This organization used their connections 

and resources to ensure that the picturesque rolling hills of the Virginia countryside would 

remain undeveloped.246 The Piedmont Environmental Council took a stand behind the scenes, 

funding some of the historic opposition that would rally broad public hostility towards a Disney 

theme park. This contingency understood that to gain widespread support against Disney’s 
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America they would need a more appealing argument, and thus they backed historians’ 

opposition to the theme park and provided for early planning and logistical help to support the 

historians’ case.247  

In February of 1994, polls showed that Disney’s America had the support of a majority of 

Virginians, with an average ratio of three to one Virginians supporting the park.248 The support 

of a majority of Virginians is unsurprising considering that the theme park would bring countless 

jobs and massive economic growth to the state. Yet pelf and power trumped popular opinion in 

this case, as the connections and resources of a few Virginians prevailed over the majority of 

residents. Many wealthy locals had the funding and connections to support any other opposition 

that rose against the park to build an insurmountable case against Disney’s project.249 

Environmentalists also launched a case against the park, concerned about the impact of a 

massive industrial development on the Virginian countryside. Air pollution would increase with 

the rise in traffic to the park, as well as with the activity taking place in the 3,000-acre complex. 

Although the actual theme park would only take up about 125 acres, the rest of the plot was 

buildable land for hotels, restaurants, golf courses, and other recreational offerings. This caused 

great concern to both environmentalists as well as the wealthy locals who contributed to the fight 

against Disney’s America. These two constituencies, along with historians and the media, made a 

strong case against Disney’s plans in Haymarket.  

 Recognizing the mounting opposition to Disney’s America, Michael Eisner voiced his 

perspective and tried to defend Disney’s intentions in the history told through the proposed 

Virginia theme park in a 1994 op-ed for the Washington Post. From Disney’s perspective, they 
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were helping more people learn about history who otherwise would not be interested in it. In 

fact, Eisner saw Disney’s role as making a “significant national contribution to the important 

cause of historic preservation.”250 On a broad level, Disney believed that this theme park had the 

potential to interest more individuals in history than could a classroom or a museum. In addition, 

within Disney’s America, there would be an exhibit dedicated to helping more people learn 

about the importance of historic preservation. Furthermore, Disney intended demonstrate its 

supposed concern for the historical preservation by redirecting a sizable portion of its charitable 

donations towards this cause.251 Yet, regardless of the amount of charitable giving, the actions of 

the company, particularly their plan to build the park within five miles of Manassas battlefield, 

betrayed that Disney was not serious about preservation. 

At its core, the Disney brand is known for an ideal and happy version of the past. Their 

attempt to mix an accurate and candid historical rendering with Mickey Mouse resulted in 

failure. Yet this failure reveals that the Walt Disney Company is perhaps easily overlooked for 

whitewashing the past despite making attempts to address this flaw in years prior to Disney’s 

America as well as with the planning for the new theme park. Ultimately, one cannot neatly 

categorize Disney’s portrayal of the past as all accurate and well-intended or all intentionally 

misleading and whitewashed. Rather, the situation is more complicated. With Disney’s America, 

the company attempted to right its previous wrongs, but this went against its carefully cultivated 

brand. The power of the Disney brand ensured that people could not trust that it was serious 

about its goals, given the company’s track record. Although the company gestured towards a 

more authentic telling of United States history, its efforts were compromised by the sentimental 

images it had implanted in Americans over the span of decades.  
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It is not surprising, therefore, that Disney was unable to fulfill its hopes to more candidly 

describe history in a new theme park. On September 24, 1994, Disney officially announced the 

abandonment of its plans in Haymarket, Virginia. The combination of the wealthy local residents 

united against the site and their backing of numerous other outlets of opposition, including that 

of historians, ultimately resulted in the failure of Disney’s America. The public opposition of 

historians and powerful Virginians was not the only cause of this project’s failure. Other external 

factors also contributed to this result: over the period of 1993-1994, Michael Eisner had a heart 

attack, Disney President Frank Wells died, and Euro Disney, which had opened a few years 

earlier, was disappointing the company’s extravagant hopes. These problems, combined with the 

surprisingly vigorous opposition that arose against the project in northern Virginia, sealed the 

fate of Disney’s America. 

Whether or not Protect Historic America and the hundreds of media outlets rallying 

against the park cased the failure of Disney’s America, that project represented one of the most 

ambition attempts by a profit-making corporation to shape historical education. This attempt is 

significant and must not be overlooked for the potential it had to shape millions of individuals’ 

views of the past and, by doing so, affect their view of the present and future. An attempt by a 

powerful corporation to rewrite the story of the past represents a warning as to the fragility of our 

history, and the resulting potential harm that such an intervention can do to the present and 

future.   
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Conclusion 

 

Why should we care about the ways in which Walt Disney and his company told the story 

of American history? After all, Disney is a company that built its brand on entertainment and 

imagination, especially targeted to children. Part of the answer to this question is to be found in 

the divided state of the nation in 2021.  Whether we consider American history “great” or not has 

fueled intense political debate in recent years. Increasingly in the twenty-first century, and even 

more so in recent years, a growing number of Americans are rethinking their nation’s history. 

The New York Times 1619 Project, for example, urged Americans to rethink the nation’s 

founding moments and to grapple with the centrality of slavery to the nation’s history. This 

process has been fueled in part by demographic change. For the first time in the history of the 

United States, the nation is approaching a point where nonwhite will become the majority of the 

country’s population.252 The episodes discussed in this thesis unfolded over intervals of 

approximately twenty years over a forty-year arc of time. During that period, the nation 

experienced vast changes—including the civil rights struggle, the Vietnam war, and the end of 

the Cold War—and yet the romanticized version of U.S. history conveyed by Disney retained a 

tenacious hold on the public mind, as shown by the polls showing public support for Disney’s 

America despite the historians’ critique of that project. Now, almost thirty years after the failure 

of Disney’s America, does the version of history presented by Disney still remain the prevalent 

story surrounding the country’s collective memory of the past? Even as more individuals begin 

to question the notion of the American Dream, this concept still remains a prominent belief 
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among citizens searching for hope in a country plagued by mass shootings, increasingly racial 

conflict, and the inequality of an expanding wealth gap.  

The American Dream epitomizes much of what Disney’s version of history is; 

individualism, exceptionalism, and the belief that anyone can succeed if they work hard for their 

dreams permeates Disney’s stories, characters, and especially the history depicted in the theme 

parks. Disney is especially tied to this concept not only through its works, but also through 

external references that many people make connecting the American Dream and Disney. For 

example, in 2012 Barack Obama visited Walt Disney World and remarked that “Disneyland 

represents the quintessential American spirit.”253 In describing his hopes for a country where 

anyone could work hard and “anybody could make it if they try,”254 Obama reinforced the 

American Dream as a reason people still want to come to the United States. Furthermore, this 

connection made by a sitting president gave further validation to the link between Disney and the 

American Dream, a trend that had occurred for years and years before Obama with almost every 

president since Eisenhower visiting the parks during their tenure.255  

Not only have presidents and individuals in positions of power identified Disney with the 

American Dream and the American spirit, but so have those who use the company to highlight 

the hypocrisy or unmet promise of the American Dream. In 2018, DACA (Deferred Action for 

Childhood Arrivals) recipients protested and blocked the entrance to Disneyland, recognizing the 

theme park as a physical place representing the American ideal. One recipient called Disneyland 

the place “where dreams come true…but we’re still waiting for our dreams to come true.”256 For 
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DACA recipients protesting that day, they used Disneyland to underscore the deception of the 

American Dream. Nevertheless, the connection between Disney and the American Dream 

remains regardless if those making the connection believe this notion to be true or false. 257 

Yet, America today cannot afford to pass off the American Dream as a plausible concept 

for every citizen. In many respects, Disney’s naïve and whitewashed representation of the past 

has come to the surface of national conversation ever more since the election of Donald Trump 

in 2016. A deep anxiety exists in the United States as we come to terms with our complicated 

past. There remains an impulse among certain populations to shy away from this complexity and 

instead seek a simple, reassuring, and nostalgic narrative of the past. Trump spoke especially to 

these populations, and in his final days of office he released a White House report on the 

“restoration” of the “accurate and honest” history of the United States.258 This report was 

produced by the 1776 Commission, an advisory committee created by Trump only a few months 

before the release of this report on their entirety of U.S. history. Just as historians refuted 

Disney’s depiction of history with Disney’s America, historians have broadly rejected the 1776 

Report.259  

As its language made clear, the 1776 Report sought to return to a “patriotic education,” 

rejecting the “radicalized view” of the American past and instead reinstate the “principles of the 

American founding.” Rather than a result of extensive research on U.S. history, the report 

attacked identity politics, claiming that perceiving Americans by their group identities or by their 

race “sows division” akin to “the old hierarchies of the antebellum South.” Broadly, the report 
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ignored Native Americans, barely mentioned racism beyond the Civil Rights Movement, and 

promoted nationalistic notions of American exceptionalism. In sum, the history contained within 

the forty-one-page report is what historians would term, “false history.” Perhaps not surprisingly, 

this false narrative aligns closely with the worldview nurtured by Disney. The audience receptive 

to this report and Trump’s views on American ideals and history is in many ways the same 

audience that for decades sought a reassuring and simple view of the American past devoid of 

complexity and wrongs, within the Disney theme parks and productions.  

Although this report was widely rejected by intellectuals and the 1776 Commission was 

abolished on President Joe Biden’s first day in office, the release of such a report shows how 

alive the effort to shape a “great” American past remains in our day. Today, Disney finds itself 

caught up in that persisting effort and the increasing resistance to it. Disney is trying to separate 

itself from this naïve, racist, and incomplete vision of the past. Returning to the Splash Mountain 

example sited at the start of this thesis, we can see Disney struggling to find its way in response 

to the increasing divide in the nation as well as to the Black Lives Matter Movement. Disney is 

currently revising Splash Mountain to remove any connections to the racist stereotypes of the 

film “Song of the South,” and instead rebranding the ride around “Princess and the Frog,” the 

only Disney movie with a Black princess.  

Superficially, this action can be viewed positively, as necessary to remove links to a film 

perpetuating harmful stereotypes. But can we deal with the complex problems of our past by 

recasting them in terms of Frog and Princess fairy tales? Richard Breaux asserts in the Journal of 

African American Studies that Disney’s 2010 production of “The Princess and the Frog” is 

“cashing in on its racist past”260 by pandering to Black American consumer audiences. In this 
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vein, one must also interrogate Disney’s motives for other recent decisions. Is Disney attempting 

to lead from the front, motivated by a sense of moral obligation to reckon with their dark past, or 

is profit its sole motivating factor? The recent decision to rebrand Splash Mountain during the 

height of the Black Lives Matter Movement, despite its undeniably problematic thirty-two-year 

run, suggests a desire to profit off of this moment of reckoning in our country, rather than 

participate in it meaningfully. 

Disney’s more recent willingness to reexamine its depiction of American history is 

undeniably important. However, this reexamination is merely a first step in revising decades of 

its white, simplistic, and privileged portrayal of history. This moment of national reckoning calls 

on us to examine the impact of commercial and popular culture influences on our conception of 

history. The story of Disney reminds us of the important role that popular culture plays in 

shaping our ideas of the past. The ability of the Walt Disney Company as an entertainment 

corporation to create and portray a distorted picture of American history to the public cautions us 

that the efforts to shape and understand a more honest view of the past cannot be entrusted to 

professional historians or educational institutions alone.  

How we think about the past determines what we are able to see in the present and what 

kind of future we are prepared to move toward. Today, the United States is currently in need of 

more actions like Disney’s revision of Splash Mountain as we reassess our national narrative. In 

order to begin to heal as a nation from our oftentimes violent and oppressive history, we must 

come to accept this complicated history in its entirety and what it means for us today. By turning 

to episodes such as those analyzed in this thesis and exploring the way Disney depicted history 

during different times in the country’s history, we can gain a better sense of how Disney’s 

actions fit within the present and what still needs to be done today. Disney’s American fantasies 
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served as a mirror, reflecting many distorted views of the American past and reminding 

Americans of how much work still lies ahead. Understanding what Disney got wrong can help us 

correct the record, and by doing so help us better achieve a much richer version of that ideal that 

so inspired Walt Disney himself: the American Dream.    
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